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ABSTRACT
The primary navigation aid for civil aircraft flying in the U.S.
airspace, as well as the airspaces of most of the developed countries
of the world, is the VOR/DME system. Using VOR and DME measurements,
bearing and range relative to a fixed ground station can be determined
onboard the aircraft. Even though this is a good navigation system,
reductions in air traffic congestion and air controller workloads could
be realized if still more accurate onboard navigation were available.
Current practice is to use information from a single VOR/DME station.
This work is concerned with determining the improvement in navigational
accuracy obtainable by combining VOR/DME information (from one or two
stations) with air data (airspeed and heading) or with data from an in-
ertial navigation system (INS) by means of a maximum-likelihood filter.
It was found that the addition of air data to the information from
one VOR/DME station reduces the RMS position error by a factor of about
2, whereas the addition of inertial data from a low-quality INS reduces
the RMS position error by a factor of about 3. The use of information
from two VOR/DME stations with air or inertial data yields large factors
of improvement in RMS position accuracy over the use of a single VOR/DME
station, roughly 15 to 20 for the air-data case and 25 to 35 for the in-
ertial-data case. As far as position accuracy is concerned, at most one
VOR station need be used. When continuously updating an INS with VOR/
DME information, the use of a high-quality INS (0.01 deg/hr gyro drift)
instead of a low-quality INS (1.0 deg/hr gyro drift) does not substan-
tially improve position accuracy.
Accurate in-flight alignment of an INS platform can be accomplished
in about 30 minutes by using VOR/DME information. The accuracy of in-
flight alignment when using two DME's is about the same as for ground
alignment, whereas when using one VOR/DME, alignment is less accurate
by a factor of 2 or 3. Although the need for initial in-flight align-
ment of INS's onboard commercial aircraft is questionable, realignment
of the system before a transoceanic flight could result in significant
improvements in navigational accuracy. This might permit a reduction
in separation requirements over the North Atlantic routes. Also,
iii
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realignment after a transoceanic flight would result in more accurate
position, velocity, and attitude information in the terminal area.
Periodic realignment (every one or two hours) of a high-quality
INS during a transcontinental flight results in significant reductions
in position and velocity errors over unaided-inertial operation or the
use of position display resets. If a realignment is performed just
prior to entering the terminal area, accurate position, velocity, and
attitude information would be available for approach and landing with-
out reliance upon VOR/DME information.
The performance of the air-data filter was found to be rather in-
sensitive to wide variations in error model statistics. Also, in gen-
eral, when combining VOR/DME information with air or inertial data, the
suboptimal filter resulting when the DME bias errors are neglected per-
forms nearly optimally.
iv
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem Formulation
This work is concerned with improving the navigational accuracy of
aircraft that are equipped to use the VOR/DME system. The VOR (Very
high-frequency Omni-Range) enables an aircraft to determine its bearing
and the DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) its range relative to a fixed
ground station. Current use of the VOR/DME system involves primarily
radial navigation, that is, aircraft fly directly to or from the ground
stations. Some beginnings have been made in using the VOR/DME system
for area navigation [1,2,3], that is, use of the system without being
restricted to fly directly to or from ground stations.
Position errors are generally greater for area than for radial
navigation. This comes about because the position error resulting from
a VOR angular error increases with distance from the station; and an
aircraft is farther, on the average, from the VOR stations for area than
for radial navigation. Hence, improved navigational accuracy is required
to obtain an accuracy for area navigation comparable to that of present-
day radial navigation.
The increase in volume of air traffic over the last decade has
resulted in air traffic congestion, overburdened air traffic controllers,
and lengthy departure and landing delays. These problems can be allevi-
ated by improving the accuracy of aircraft navigation. Improved naviga-
tional accuracy would allow decreased separation of aircraft without
adversely affecting safety, thus alleviating the congestion problem.
Improved navigational accuracy would also reduce the need for radar vec-
toring and communication, thus lightening the workloads of air traffic
controllers. Accurate estimates of flight times, made possible by ac-
curate navigation, would allow airline schedules to be devised so that
departure and landing delays would be minimized. But perhaps most im-
portantly, improved navigational accuracy would enhance the use of area
navigation. Area navigation would make it possible to fly more direct
flight paths, which would result in decreased flight times, route mile-
ages, fuel requirements, pollution, and operating costs. It would also
reduce traffic congestion over the VOR/DME stations and permit closely-
spaced parallel tracks to accommodate large numbers of aircraft on busy
1
airways. It also introduces flexibility to fly around bad weather and
congested areas. Hence, there is considerable motivation to seek im-
provements in navigational accuracy.
The availability of a computer to do the triangulation computa-
tions required for area navigation suggests the possibility of using
the computer to implement a filter to combine VOR/DME information with
the information from a dead-reckoning system. Since air data (airspeed
and heading) are already available onboard nearly all aircraft and an
increasing number of aircraft are equipped with inertial navigation sys-
tems, air and inertial data are the foremost choices of dead-reckoning
information. Hence, the objective in this work is to study the possi-
bility of improving the accuracy of air navigation by combining VOR/DME
information (from one or two stations) with air or inertial data by
means of a maximum-likelihood filter.
The use of air data with the information from one VOR/DME station
has been discussed by Hemesath [4,51. However, several extensions of
Hemesath's work are made here. First of all, a more realistic error
model for the VOR/DME measurements is developed. Hemesath assumed ad-
ditive exponentially-correlated noise in these measurements, but with
such a short correlation time that it was effectively white noise.
Although the statistics of the VOR/DME errors are not precisely known,
both the VOR and DME measurements seem to contain substantial bias er-
rors (that is, nearly constant errors) as well as some white noise.
Modeling these bias errors is important, especially when using the VOR/
DME system for area navigation. Secondly, the maximum-likelihood filter
is implemented in a more straightforward manner. Thirdly, both radial
and area flights are considered rather than only radial flights. Fi-
nally, the effects of overflying and switching VOR/DME stations during
a flight are studied.
Since more than one VOR/DME station is nearly always in sight at
jet altitudes, the simultaneous use of two VOR/DME stations and air data
has been investigated. DeGroot and Larsen [6] have considered the use
of two VOR's and two DME's (without air data). The possibilities of
using 0, 1, or 2 VOR's and 0, 1, or 2 DME's with and without air data
are considered in this work.
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Several papers appearing in the literature are concerned with
combining external position information with inertial data. However,
attention has been focused on the use of long-range systems such as
LORAN and OMEGA ([71 through [121). Because the accuracy of the posi-
tion information derived from the VOR/DME system depends upon the rela-
tive location of the aircraft and the VOR/DME station as well as the
number of VOR and DME stations used, the possibility of using VOR/DME
information requires specific consideration. Although the use of VOR/
DME information with an inertial navigator has been mentioned in the
literature [5,13,14,53], no comprehensive study of the possibility of
combining VOR/DME information and inertial data has been found. The
use of VOR/DME information with an inertial navigation system (INS)
has thus far been limited to the use of a VOR/DME position fix to re-
set the position display, no filtering involved [15,16,17].
The inertial systems now onboard aircraft utilize a gyro-stabilized
platform on which the accelerometers are mounted. Thus, in order for
the INS to be useful, the platform must be initially aligned in some
desired orientation. (The locally-level, north-pointing orientation
is used in this study.) This alignment is currently done on the ground
with the aircraft stationary. The possibility of in-flight alignment
of the platform by using VOR/DME information from one or two stations
is considered in this study.
Regardless of how the platform is initially aligned, due to cali-
bration and random errors (gyro drift, accelerometer null shifts, etc.),
errors in the desired orientation of the platform increase with time.
This results in increasing position and velocity errors. In this work,
the possibility of improving navigational accuracy by updating the INS
with VOR/DME information from one or two stations is investigated.
1.2 Thesis Outline
In Chapter II, brief descriptions of the VOR/DME, inertial, and air
data systems are presented, including their principles of operation and
sources of error. The various errors associated with these systems are
then modeled in Chapter III. A detailed derivation of the INS error
equations is presented in Appendix A.
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In Chapter IV, a filter to combine the information from two VOR/DME
stations with air data is designed. A filter to combine VOR/DME informa-
tion and inertial data is designed in Chapter V. An estimator to deter-
mine the maximum-likelihood position fix from the VOR/DME measurements
from two stations is derived in Chapter VI.
The simulation results presented in Chapter VII were obtained from
the use of a computer program, a listing of which is contained in Appen-
dix B. The RMS navigation errors for various flight paths using various
combinations of VOR/DME information with and without air data are pre-
sented. The sensitivity of the air-data filter to variations in error
statistics is investigated. The necessary equations for this sensitiv-
ity analysis are derived in Appendix C. The performance of a suboptimal
air-data filter obtained by neglecting VOR and/or DME bias errors is also
investigated. The effect of neglecting states is discussed in Appendix D.
Also in Chapter VII, the results of simulations of in-flight align-
ment of the INS platform using VOR/DME information are presented. The
possibility of improving navigational accuracy by realigning an INS, for
example, before or after a transoceanic flight or periodically during a
transcontinental flight, is studied. The unaided-inertial, realignment,
and position display reset modes of operation are compared. Position
display resets are discussed in more detail in Appendix E. The use of
a low-quality and a high-quality INS while continuously using VOR/DME
data isalso investigated. Finally, suboptimal filters, resulting when
various states are neglected, are studied.
Based on the simulations performed, the conclusions regarding the
possibility of improving navigational accuracy by combining VOR/DME in-
formation with air or inertial data are presented in Chapter VIII.
1.3 Contributions
The major contributions of this work are:
(1) An evaluation of the navigational accuracy obtainable by
combining the information from two VOR/DME stations with
air or inertial data;
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(2) An evaluation of the accuracy of in-flight alignment of
an INS by using VOR/DME information;
(3) The presentation of results in a form which facilitate
comparisons, with regard to navigational accuracy, of
the use of one versus two VOR/DME's, the use of an air
data versus an inertial navigation system, and the use
of a high-quality versus a low-quality INS.
Other contributions include the derivation of a more realistic VOR/DME
error model which accounts for bias errors and the investigation of re-
duced-order suboptimal filters.
5
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
2.1 VOR/DME System
The VOR/DME system is the standard short-range radio navigation aid
agreed upon by the International Civil Aviation Organization [18]. It
is currently the primary air navigation aid for civil aircraft flying
in the airspaces of most of the developed countries of the world. The
VOR (Very high-frequency Omni-Range) provides civil aircraft with the
bearing, 0, relative to magnetic north at the ground station, whereas
the DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) provides the slant range, r,
from the ground station, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The VOR/DME system in the United States consists mostly of VORTAC
stations. Each VORTAC station consists of a co-located TACAN -(Tactical
Air Navigation) station and a VOR station. The TACAN station provides
military aircraft with bearing information and has a DME component which
provides both military and civil users with distance information. The
VOR portion of the VORTAC provides civil users with bearing information.
Besides the VORTAC stations, there are several co-located VOR and DME
stations as well as separately located VOR and DME stations. A TACAN
station is equivalent to a DME station as far as civil aircraft are con-
cerned. By a VOR/DME station is meant a co-located VOR and DME where
the DME may be part of a TACAN station.
Transmitting frequencies are assigned to the various VOR/DME sta-
tions in such a way that certain service volumes will be frequency pro-
tected, that is, free of interference from adjacent stations. The VOR/
DME stations are classified with regard to the size of these cylindri-
cally-shaped, frequency-protected service volumes, as shown in Table 2.1
[19]. A category H station is usually usable to a distance of 200
nautical miles (NM) from the station. Category H facilities also
provide L and T service volumes; category L facilities also pro-
vide T service volumes. An aircraft flying within the service volume
of a particular VOR/DME station is usually assured interference-free
navigation signals if it is above the radio horizon and at an elevation
angle less than 60 degrees. At elevation angles above 60 degrees, the
VOR signals are usually unusable due to excessive interference.
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Table 2.1
FREQUENCY-PROTECTED VOLUMES FOR VOR/DME STATION CATEGORIES
2.1.1 Principle of Operation and Sources of Error for the VOR
VOR ground stations use a radio frequency carrier (108-118
MHz) with which are associated two separate 30 Hz modulations. One sig-
nal component is a subcarrier of 9960 Hz of constant amplitude, frequency
modulated at 30 Hz. For the conventional VOR,* the 30 Hz component of
the FM subcarrier is independent of azimuth and is termed the "reference
phase." The other signal component is a 30 Hz amplitude modulation, re-
sulting from a rotating field pattern, the phase of which varies with
azimuth. This signal component is called the "variable phase." The
reference and variable phase modulations are in phase along the radial
corresponding to magnetic north. Thus, the VOR station radiates a fixed
pattern in space such that at any point of observation, the reference
phase and variable phase differ by an angle equal to the magnetic bear-
ing of the observation point relative to the VOR station. For a detailed
technical description, see [20,23].
A major source of error in the VOR system is the misalignment of
the station radials, that is, an error resulting because the phase dif-
ference between the reference and variable signals is not precisely zero
Although the conventional VOR is the most widely used type of VOR, there
are several other types [20,21,22]. However, the only other type in
general use is the Doppler VOR which has been installed at sites where
the conventional VOR yields excessive error.
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Category Frequency-Protected Volume
H 130-NM Radius, up to 45,000 Feet
100-NM Radius, above 45,000 Feet
L 40-NM Radius, up to 18,000 Feet
T 25-NM Radius, up to 12,000 Feet
along the radial in the direction of magnetic north. A similar type of
error is due to imperfect calibration of the VOR receiver.
Another major source of error in the VOR system is the reflection
of the emitted radio signals from fixed obstacles (trees, power lines,
buildings, etc.) in their paths [20,24]. These so-called siting errors
are demonstrated in Fig. 2.2. The course perturbations caused by siting
errors are classified as follows:
(a) Bends: very low-frequency, flyable course perturbations,
(b) Scalloping: low-frequency, non-flyable course perturbations,
(c) Roughness: rapid, irregular, non-flyable course perturbations.
Vertical polarization is another source of error in the VOR system
[20,23). Ideally, the VOR signal is to be horizontally polarized. How-
ever, there is a vertically-polarized component which produces bearing
indications which are at quadrature with true bearing information. Po-
larization error can cause the bearing indication at a given observation
point to vary with the heading and attitude of the aircraft.
Other sources of error in the VOR system include fluctuations in
the 60 Hz power supply of the VOR station, reflections from other air-
craft [25], meteorological effects, receiver produced noise, and receiver
sensitivity to frequency and strength variations of the 30 Hz signal.
2.1.2 Principle of Operation and Sources of Error for the DME
The airborne DME interrogator emits a signal (960-1215 MHz)
consisting.of a pair of pulses. Upon receiving the signal, the ground
transponder emits a pair of reply pulses which are received by the air-
craft. Knowing the speed at which the signal travels and the elapsed
time between the transmission of the interrogation signal and the recep-
tion of the reply signal, the slant range of the aircraft relative to
the ground station is readily determined. In normal operation, the DME
gives the slant range at a rate of 15 samples per second. For further
details, see [26,27].
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Errors in the DME system arise from errors in the determination of
the total traveling time of the interrogation and reply signals. One
such error arises from error in the time delay between the reception of
the interrogation signal by the ground transponder and the emission of
a reply signal. An error of similar type results from a calibration
error in the airborne equipment. Pulse-distorting echoes cause errors
in the determination of the arrival time of the interrogation pulse at
the ground transponder and of the reply pulse at the airborne receiver.
Also, the randomness of the amplitude of successively received interro-
gation signals, due to the fact that both near and far aircraft are us-
ing the same transponder, introduces error into the DME system since
the time-of-arrival of a pulse is based on the instant the leading edge
reaches a fixed voltage level. Other sources of error in the DME system
include transponder replies to other aircraft, pulses randomly emitted
by the transponder, and receiver generated noise. For additional infor-
mation concerning DME errors, see [27].
2.2 Inertial Navigation System
An inertial navigation system (INS) utilizes accelerometers, whose
orientation in inertial space is known, to sense the acceleration of a
vehicle, and then, integrates the acceleration to determine velocity and
position. The INS's currently onboard aircraft have the accelerometers
mounted on a gyro-stabilized platform, a structure gimbaled relative to
the aircraft in such a way that it will maintain a specified spatial ori-
entation regardless of the motion of the vehicle.
Although there are many types of accelerometers, an accelerometer
is basically a proof mass suspended within a case which is attached to
the platform. As the vehicle accelerates, the proof mass is displaced
relative to the case, the magnitude of the displacement being a measure
of the acceleration of the vehicle. The acceleration measured by the
accelerometer is the component, along the sensitive axis of the acceler-
ometer, of the vehicle acceleration in inertial space minus the gravity
mass attraction. Thus, a knowledge of the gravitational field in the
space where an inertial navigator operates is necessary.
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Basically, a gyro is a device consisting of a spinning rotor
supported by gimbals. In the absence of torques, the spin axis of the
rotor will remain fixed in inertial space. However, when a torque is
applied perpendicular to the spin axis, the spin axis will rotate in
inertial space in such a way that the rate of change of angular momen-
tum with respect to inertial space is equal to the applied torque. Thus,
a gyro can be used to establish a reference line in inertial space and
the direction of this reference line can be changed by the application
of torques.
In this study, it is assumed that three single-degree-of-freedom
gyros (see e.g., [28]) with their input axes mutually orthogonal are
mounted on the stable platform as are three accelerometers with their
sensitive axes along the input axes of the gyros. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the platform is always maintained as close as possible to
level with the earth with the sensitive axes of the accelerometers point-
ing east, north, and up. This is accomplished by feeding the gyro output
signals (which are a measure of the rotation of the platform in inertial
space) to servo loops which drive the platform gimbals to maintain the
platform in its desired orientation. The gyros are torqued to compen-
sate for earth rotation and other known (but undesired) torques acting
upon the gyros, thus preventing undesired platform rotations.
The errors in the navigational information from an INS are due
mainly to errors in the accelerometers and gyros. The principle accel-
erometer errors are null-shift, scale-factor, and axes-misalignment er-
rors. Null shifts result in a nonzero accelerometer output for a zero
acceleration input. Scale-factor error is a result of an inaccuracy in
the proportionality constant relating proof mass displacement to actual
acceleration. Axes-misalignment errors are due to errors in mounting
the accelerometers so that their sensitive axes lie precisely along the
desired directions on the platform, thus resulting in the accelerometers
reading a component of acceleration orthogonal to their intended sensi-
tive directions.
The major gyro errors are uncompensated drift, torquer scale-factor
error, and axes misalignment. Uncompensated gyro drift, due to undesired
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mechanical or electrical torques, results in a gyro output that is not
due to rotational motion, thus resulting in errors in positioning the
platform. Torquer scale-factor error causes an error in the control
torque applied to the gyros, which results in an error in platform ro-
tation proportional to the rotation. Misalignment of the input axis of
a gyro causes the gyro to sense a component of rotation orthogonal to
the intended direction of its input axis, resulting in improper inputs
to the platform stabilization servos. For detailed discussions of ac-
celerometers and gyros, and their associated errors, see e.g., [28]
through [31].
2.3 Air Data System
Air data, that is, airspeed and heading, are available onboard most
aircraft. By measuring the static pressure (the absolute pressure of
the still air surrounding the aircraft), the stagnation pressure (the
pressure measured in a tube with one open end and one closed end, the
open end pointed into the relative wind), and the air temperature, the
true airspeed (speed with respect to local air mass) of an aircraft can
be determined ([30], Chapter 11). Aircraft heading information can be
determined from a simple magnetic compass and/or from a directional gyro
([30], Chapter 10).
When taking air data to be a measure of the velocity of the aircraft
relative to the ground, the dominant error is the uncertainty in the ve-
locity of the winds. Although there are certainly sensor errors involved
with obtaining air data, they are so small when compared to the error due
to winds that it is not worthwhile to treat them separately.
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III. ERROR MODELS
3.1 Air Data System
A simple kinematic model of the aircraft is*
r=V , (3.1)
where r is the radius vector from a reference VOR/DME station to the
aircraft with the differentiation being performed in the reference frame
shown in Fig. 2.1, and V is the velocity of the aircraft relative to
the ground. Now,
V = V +V , (3.2)
-a -w
where V is the velocity of the aircraft as determined by the onboard
-a
air data and V is the air data error. Letting x and y, V and
Vay and V and V denote the easterly and northerly components
of r, V , and VW, respectively, it is seen from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)
that
x = V + V , (3.3)
ax wx
y= V + V (3.4)
ay wy
The aircraft is assumed to be flying at a known, constant altitude.
The air data errors, V and V , are caused by winds and by
airspeed and heading instrument errors. As mentioned earlier, the winds
usually dominate the airspeed and heading errors, so it is not worthwhile
to go into detailed models for the airspeed and heading instrument errors.
*
A dot denotes differentiation with respect to time; an underlined quan-
tity is a vector.
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Hence, the air data errors, Vx and Vwy, are essentially the easterly
and northerly components of the wind velocity.
It seems intuitively reasonable to model the wind velocity components
as exponentially-correlated processes. Thus, processes Vw and V
are sought which approximate the wind velocity components and have corre-
lation functions*
E [V (t + Vw(t) = ax exp I /T , (3.5)
E[V(t + T)V(t)] = a2 exp[-LTJ/T] (3.6)
where a W and T and a and T are the standard deviation
wx wx wy wy
and correlation time of V and V W, respectively. Only the slowly-
varying, high-magnitude winds are of concern, since high-frequency gusts
produce no net displacement of the aircraft. Experimental data regard-
ing wind conditions are difficult to interpret. However, a reasonable
value for a and a seems to be about 40 knots [4] while the mean
values of V and V should be assumed to be zero unless other val-
wx wy
ues are known from prior knowledge of the wind conditions along a partic-
ular flight path. A reasonable value for the correlation distances of
both V and V is thought to be about 50 nautical miles (NM). Al-
wx wy
though. V and V are likely to be correlated, they are assumed to
be uncorrelated here because of a lack of experimental data regarding
their correlation. More accurate estimates of Vw and V by a fil-
ter would be possible if their correlation were known.
Shaping filters that generate the independent, exponentially-corre-
lated processes V and V are given by** ([32], Section 11.4)
*
E[.] is the expected value function.
**
Implicit in this model is the assumption that Vwx and Vwy are
gauss-markov processes. This assumption is made so that presently
developed filter design techniques will be applicable. There is no
reason to believe this assumption is not a reasonable one. All errors
in the systems which are considered in this work are assumed to be
gauss-markov processes.
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1V = -
wx T
wx
wy
1
= - I V
T wy
wy
V + n
wx T wx
wx
1
+ - n
wy
E[V] and E[Vw] given 
a = a = 40 knots ,
wx wy
50 NM
T =T 50 NMWX WY V
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
and n are independent white noise processes with*
wy
E[n] = 0
E[n ] = ,
E[n (t + T )n (t)] = 2T a 2 5([)
E[nwy(t + T)n (t)]
wy wyw = 2T a 5(T)Wy wy
3.2 Inertial Navigation System
In Appendix A, the INS error equations are shown to be
bR = 5V - p X SR ,
5o = , - W25R - * X a - (20 X p) X 5V
2
+ 3 - oRR
R -
= E - W X* ,
is the Dirac delta function.
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with
(3.7)
(3.8)
where n
wx
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
5(T)
(3.15)
(3.16)
where the time derivatives are taken in true coordinates and
R = radius vector from the center of the earth to the vehicle,
R = magnitude of R,
6R = error in computing R, that is, position error,
5R = magnitude of 5R,
5V = error in computing V,
p = angular velocity of the true coordinates relative to the earth,
Q = angular velocity of the earth relative to inertial space,
2
w = g/R, the square of the Schuler angular frequency,
g = magnitude of the gravity vector (including centripetal acceler-
ation),
a = accelerometer error,
= vector angle relating the platform and computer coordinates,
E = platform drift rate,
w = p + Q, and
a = accelerometer output.
For the simulations performed here, a is taken to be the nominal
accelerometer output along a nominal flight path, that is, from Appendix
A,
a = V + (2Q + p) X V - g , (3.17)
where the differentiation is taken in true coordinates, V is the ve-
locity of the vehicle relative to the earth, and g is the gravity
vector which includes centripetal acceleration due to the earth's rota-
tion.
For this study, a latitude-longitude mechanization is used, that
is, the platform is maintained as closely as possible to locally-level,
with respect to the earth, with accelerometer sensitive axes pointing
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east (x), north (y), and up (z). The relationship between the
platform axes (x,y,z) and the earth-fixed axes (X,Y,Z) for the
latitude-longitude mechanization is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 where X
and A denote latitude and longitude, respectively. Since the lati-
tude-longitude mechanization breaks down near the poles of the earth,
it is assumed that the vehicle does not operate at high latitudes.
Since the vertical channel of the INS is unstable ([33], Section
4.6), for this study it is assumed that accurate altitude information
is available from another source. Thus, only the two horizontal chan-
nels of the INS are considered. A further assumption is that the earth
is spherical and that gravitational equipotential surfaces associated
with g are spherical. Although the nonspherical character of the
earth and its gravitational field must be taken into account during
actual operation, for the simulations performed in this work, this as-
sumption is considered reasonable.
Under the above assumptions, it follows that
R = R = 0 , R = R , R 5R 0 , (3.18)
x y z z
2R0
g = g = 0 , g ' g go 2 (3.19)
R
x = 0, 2y = cos , f2 = sin X , (3.20)
V V V
x x
Px R - ' y = R P = R tan , (3.21)
where go is the magnitude of g at the surface of the earth (2 32.2
ft/sec/sec), R is the radius of the earth (- 3440 NM), and Q is
the earth rotation rate (- 15.04 deg/hr). The subscript x, y, or z
denotes the component along the x, y, or z axis of the associated
vector quantity.
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Resolving Eqs. (3.14), (3.15), and (3.17) along the x and y
axes and Eq. (3.16) along the x, y, and z axes and using Eqs. (3.18)
through (3.21) yields:
Ri = 5V + pSRy ,
= 
V- 
zR
x
= 5Vy - P5Rx
=a - W 2SR - a
x s x y z
=a(Y -WSR -R ay s y z x
+ z a + (2Q + p ) 5V ,
zy z y
+ \xaz - (2z + pz) Vx,
= Ex - wt+ Wzy '
= E - W z x + Wx Zt
= z - + Wyx ,z X y yX
V ,
j1
Xa =V + (22 + p )V - (2y + )x x y y z z
a = V
Y Y + (2•2 + Pz)Vx - PxVz '
a = V - (2•y + py)Vx + PxVy + g .z z y yx xy
(3.22)
(3.23)
The platform attitude error, g, that is, the vector angle relat-
ing the platform and true axes, is given by
0 = * +.6O , (3.24)
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bix
*y
x
Z
and
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where be is the vector angle relating the computer and true axes. For
the mechanization used, the components of be are given by
5R 5R 5R
8 = - Y 8e =- -8 =- tan X . (3.25)
x R ' y R ' z R
Hence, in view of Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25),
5R
0x x- R ,
5R
x0= y + R (3.26)
5R
0z = *z + R tan ,
where 0x and 0y are called the platform tilt about the east and
north axes, respectively; and 0z is called the platform azimuth error.
Having described in Section 2.2 the sources of error in the acceler-
ometers, the east accelerometer error (ax) and the north accelerometer
error (a ) will now be modeled. Assuming a high-quality INS operating
in cruise conditions, the main source of error in the accelerometers is
due to null shifts. This error can be modeled as an exponentially-corre-
lated process [7,8,34). A reasonable value for the standard deviation
of this process is 10 g [7,8,31] while the mean value is assumed to be
zero. The correlation time is very long, a reasonable value being 10
hours [7,8]. Hence, the models used for ax and Ca are given by
1 1
ax T ax + T nax
(3.27)
1 1
a= ay+ n-
ay ay y
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with
E [aX] [= 0
-4
a =0 =10 g 
a aY
T = T = 10 hours
x y
where n
ax
and n
a
L[Cx ]
E[n] = 0]
are independent white noise processes with
Ena (t + T)n = 2T T 02 6(Tr)
x ~~~x Cx
E [n (t + T)n (t)] = 2 T o2 8(t)
ay y ay yY~~~ % 
The quantities aax and Tax, and agy and TCy are the standard
deviation and correlation time of a and a , respectively.
The platform drift rate E is due mainly to uncompensated gyro
drift. Hence, gyro drift is the only source of gyro error that will
be modeled. For our purposes the gyro drift can be modeled reasonably
well as an exponentially-correlated process [7,8,31,35,36]. For high-
quality gyros, a typical value of the standard deviation of the gyro
drift is 0.01 deg/hr [17,31] while the mean value is taken to be zero.
Furthermore, a reasonable value of the correlation time is 5 hours [7,
8]. Hence, the models for east
( E), and vertical gyro drift
1
X- = T
1
_y = - T
*y
1
6z T
z
gyro
(Ez )Z
drift (E ), north gyro drift
are given by
EX + ;-_ nI
1
E+ n ,
y T Ey
6 + 7- n '
E_ z
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(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
E [x] = E [y] =E[z] =0 ,
a = a = a = 0.01 deg/hr ,
Ex Ey Ez
T = T = T = 5 hours ,
Ex Ey Ez
where n , n , n
Ex Cy Ez
are independent white noise processes with
E n[3] = 0 '
E[n] = 0
E [.] = 0
E n (t + T)n (t)]
E [n (t + T)n (t)]
E[n (t + T)n (t)]
=2T a 2 5()
Ex ex
=2T o2 5(')
Cy Cy
=2T o2 5(T)
Ez Ez
The quantities aEx and T.x, Gay and T E
the standard deviation and correlation time of
spectively.
and aOZ and
Ex , Ey, and
3.3 VOR System
Having described the sources of error in the VOR system in Section
2.1.1, attention will now be turned to the mathematical modeling of these
errors. First of all, consider the errors due to the misalignment of
station radials and imperfect calibration of the VOR receiver. The mean
values of both of these errors are approximately zero while the standard
deviations are about 0.8 degree and 0.6 degree for the former and the
latter, respectively [371. During the time that a given aircraft is
using a particular station, these errors are essentially constant.
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with
(3.31)
(3.32)
TEz are
ez, re-
Hence, they can be modeled as random, but constant, biases. Denoting
the sum of these two errors by bV, a shaping filter which generates
bV is given by
b= . (3.33)
Furthermore, since the two errors are independent, the mean value of
bV and the standard deviation of bV, abv, are
E[bV] = , b = 1.0 degree . (3.34)
Let eV denote the error in the VOR system due to all sources ex-
cept radial misalignment and receiver calibration. The mean value of
e V is essentially zero while a reasonable value for the standard devi-
ation of ev, aeVy is 1.0 degree [4,38]. Since VOR receivers are de-
signed to filter out error components with frequencies comparable to
those of roughness, the correlation time of ev, TeV, is approximately
equal to the inverse of the maximum scalloping frequency. Noting that
the spatial pattern established by the VOR is essentially fixed and
that it is the motion of the aircraft which causes eV to vary with
time, it follows that the value of TeV depends on the speed of the
aircraft. Hence, a correlation distance is sought. Typical values of
the maximum scalloping frequency per knot which were found in the lit-
erature [4,6,38] range from 1.25 X 10- 4 to 4.2 X 10- 4 Hz/knot. Thus,
a realistic value of the maximum scalloping frequency per knot is 2.8X
-4
10 Hz/knot. This corresponds to a correlation distance of about 1.0
NM. Hence, at jet airliner cruising speeds, Tev will have a value on
the order of 10 seconds (e.g., TeV = 7.2 seconds at 500 knots). Since
this correlation time is very short compared to the correlation times
associated with the air data and inertial systems, eV will be modeled
as white noise:
E[eV] = 0 , E[e(t + )e(t 2a
2
Te () , (3.35)
V V ~~~eV e V
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where
a = 1.0 degree , T 1.0 NM (3.36)
e V eV V
The choice of the values of the parameters in the above model is
based on the assumptions that quality receivers are used, that is, the
type used on jet airliners, and that the VOR stations are located at
good sites (or that Doppler VOR is being used at a poor site) so that
siting errors are minimized. Also, it is implicitly assumed that the
errors are independent of the flight path. The literature indicates
that these assumptions are reasonable [38].
3.4 DME System
The errors in the DME system, which were described in Section 2.1.2,
will now be modeled. First of all, consider the error in the time delay
between the reception of an interrogation signal by the ground transpon-
der and the emission of a reply signal and the error due to imperfect
calibration of the receiver. Although both of these errors may vary
slowly because of component drift, temperature changes, or power supply
variations, they are essentially constant during the time a particular
aircraft is using a particular DME station. Furthermore, these two er-
rors are independent, each having a mean value of zero and an RMS value
of about 0.1 NM [26,37,38]. Hence, their sum, bD, can be modeled as
a random bias, that is,
= 0 ' (3.37)
with
E[bD]= ab = 0.14 NM , (3.38)
D
where a is the standard deviation of b
D
.
bD D
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Let the error in the DME system due to all sources except the two
sources of b
D
be denoted by eD. The mean value of eD is taken to
be zero and 0.1 NM is taken as a reasonable value for its standard de-
viation, 0 eD [4,38]. The correlation distance of e
D
is taken to be
0.5 NM. Since the corresponding correlation time at jet cruising speeds
is short compared to the characteristic times associated with the air
data system or INS, eD can be modeled as white noise, that is,
E[e] = 0, E[eD(t + T)eD(t) 2 Te ) , (3.39)
with
a = 0.1 NM, TD V. (3.40)
eD eD V
where TeD is the correlation time of e
D
.
The above models assume quality airborne DME receivers. For such
equipment, the DME error is independent of the range from a station
[26,38].
3.5 Summary
The air data, INS, VOR, and DME error models are summarized in
Table 3.1. The correlation times shown are for an aircraft flying at
a speed of 500 knots. The mean values and RMS (Root-Mean-Square) val-
ues are thought to be reasonable values for a "typical" VOR/DME sta-
tion, assuming the use of quality receivers, that is, the type used on
jet airliners. The values of the INS error parameters shown in Table
3.1 are for a high-quality system. For a low-quality INS, the RMS value
of the gyro drifts is taken to be 1.0 deg/hr.
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Table 3.1
SUMMARY OF AIR DATA, INS, VOR, AND DME ERROR MODELS
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Mean RMS Correlation
System Error Value Value Time ModelValue Value Time
V Given 40 knots 360 sec Exponentially
Air 'wx Correlated ProcessV Given 40 knots 360 sec
wx Correlated ProcessExponentiallyV Given 40 knots 360 sec
E PE Pe 0 0.01 deg/hr 5 hours Exponentially
xy z Correlated Process
INS
a ,a 0 10
-
4 g 10 hours Exponentially
x y Correlated Process
bV 0 1.0 deg hours Random Bias
VOR
eV 0 1.0 deg 7.2 sec White Noise
bD0 0o.14 NM hours Random Bias
DME
eD ° 0.1 NM 3.6 sec White Noise
IV. FILTER FOR COMBINING VOR/DME INFORMATION AND AIR DATA
In this chapter, a filter is designed which combines the information
from two VOR/DME stations with air data. This filter can be used with 0,
1, or 2 VOR's and 0, 1, or 2 DME's.
4.1 System Model
The VOR/DME station configuration is shown in Fig. 4.1. The vector
R is defined by
:-12
-12 R- R 2 * (4.1)
The easterly, northerly, and vertical components of R1, R2, and R12
are denoted by (l'Yl',hl) (x2'Y2 'h2 ) ' and (X12'Y 1 2 ' h1 2 ) ' respec-
tively. Furthermore, the VOR and DME measurements from station 1 and
station 2 are denoted by V1 and D1, and V2 and D2, respectively.
Using these definitions and the error models derived in Chapter III, the
system model is:
State equations:
x =Fx+f +n
that is, (4.2)
x0 10 1 ax
1°° 1 ay
V ° - {1 { (4 X 4)V WXVO O -I 0 1 V 0 wy
wy (T 1 V + + TWY
Vi
bDl 0 bI 0 0
b, (4 X 8) b 0 0
V2 V2
D2 bD 0 0
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STATION I(REFERENCE)
A IRCRAFT
eI NORTH
I /I
_ \ I //Xl
YI
Fig. 4.1. VOR/DME STATION CONFIGURATION.
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VERTICAL
where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the station with which a quantity
is associated.
Measurement equations:
z =:(x) + v
that is, (4.3)
V1 arctan (X1 /Y 1) + bV1 -ev
D[ + Y1 + + bDl eD
v2 arctan [(x1 -x 1 2 )/(y1 - 1 2 ) + 2 e2 [12x)
2
+ yV2 2 hV2
1 x12) + (Y Y12 ) + (h1 h12)2]1/2 + bD2 eD 2
Note that since a kinematic model is being used, the air data com-
ponents V and V are treated as forcing functions, not as mea-
ax ay
surements.
4.2 Linearization
Since the measurement equations (4.3) are nonlinear, a lineariza-
tion procedure must be utilized if linear filtering theory is to be
applicable. In actual operation, linearization would be performed about
the current estimate of the flight path. For the error analysis here,
linearization is performed about a predetermined nominal path. Denoting
the nominal values of x and z by x and z, respectively, it fol-
lows that
x =x + 5x
(4.4)
z = Z + 5z
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where 6x and 5z are small perturbations of x and z about the
nominal values. If Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are expanded in a Taylor ser-
ies about the nominal values and only first order terms are retained,
the following set of linearized perturbation equations results:
_i = Fbx + n
(4.5)
5z = H _x + v
where H is
at x, that
the derivative
is,
of (x, t) with respect to x, evaluated
Y1
A 
Y1 - Y12
B
X1 - x12
[B+ (h -hi2)2]1 / 2
'
-2 -2
A = x 1 + Y1 '
-X
A
yl
[A + h11/2]
x12 - x 1
B
0, O,, O, O, 0O
, 0, 0, O, 1, 0, 0
, 0, O, 0, 1, 0
Yl - Y12 0, 0, 0,0, 0, I
[B + (h -h )2]1/2 '
(4.6)
B = l )- 2 (Y2B = (x1 x12 + (Y1 - Y1 2 (4.7)
Let t denote the time that the filter is initialized. Then, in
·view of the modeling done in Chapter III, it follows that
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H =
x=x
where
kE[n(t)] = E[v(t)] = E[n(t)vT(r)] = 0 , (4.8)
E[x(t)] = E[6x(t)nT(t)] = E[x(to )v (t)] = 0 , (4.9)
E[(t + T)n T(t)] = Q6O()
diag0,,a 0 ,22 T 0/T ,22T0,0,0,05() (4.10)
E[v(t +T)vT(t)]= R(T)
= diag a ,T 2T 2
ev1V1 eD1 eD1
2Te 2 T 2 6() (4.11)
eV2 eV2 eD 2 eD2
The error covariance matrix, P, at t is given by
0
P(t ) = E[(to)xT (] (4.12)
where all the elements of P(t ) are zero except for those on the main
diagonal, P1 2 (t 0 ) [the element in the first row and second column of
P(t )], and P21(t ). In particular,
diag P(to) = (to), a2(t ), a a 2 2 (4.13)
a2 = (t)= P (tO) = E [X(t Y (t] (4.14)obP 12 t
Note that the values of all quantities appearing in Eqs. (4.10) through
(4.14), except ax2(to)' y1 (to), and xlyl(to), can be readily de-
termined from the previous discussions (see Chapter III).
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4.3 Initial Position Errors
From Fig. 4.1, it is easily seen that
2 1 1/2
= 1 -L h1
sin (e1)
cos (1 )
(4.15)
where R1 is the magnitude of R . Denoting the total errors in the
VOR and DME measurements from station 1 by EV1 and ED1, respectively,
the values of xl and Y1 determined from this VOR/DME measurement are
21 1/2
Xlm = R 1 D1 )2 - h
lm [( 1 2 211/2
Ylm 
=
L(R1+ Sol) - hi cos (e + EV1 )
Subtraction of Eqs. (4.15) from Eqs. (4.16) yields:
EX =Xlm- xx 1 lm
= + E - 1/2
= [(R1 + ED1)
2
- hlJ sin (e + EV1 )
[R2 2] 1/2
h"1 ]
= Ylm - 1I1
= R1 + E) 2 - h1/2 cos (e
I + EV1)
- [R - 21/2
1 - h] cos (01)
IED11 << R1 and IEV1I << 1, these relations may be approximated
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(4.16)
sin (e1) I
(4.17)
For
by
E = 1 - h/2R )[R
1 cos (Ol)Evl + sin (el)EDl]Exl (1 - h 2\[D
(4.18)
E = (1 - hl/2R1 )[os (el)ED - R1 sin (el)Ev]
yl
From Eqs. (4.18) and the fact that EV1 and ED1 are uncorrelated,
it follows that
2 = E[E2 = 1 - h/2R2[R2
1 h 1 1 ii
2
Y1
2
a
x Iy1
= E[E ] = (1 - h2/2R 2 [R
Y 1 1 1
= E[E Ey ] = (1 - 2 2 2hl/2R1
cos ( l)aV + sin2 (el)aD1 ,
2 2 2 2
sin ( l)aV1 + cos (0l)D1] (4.19)
sin (2e0)(21 2 2 )/ ,- " RI~V1
where
V1 = V1]
D1 = E [E 1
C'D1 D=·,
2
bv 1
2
+ a
eVl
(4.20)
2
= a
bD1
2
+ a
eD1
2 2
The initial position variances Oxl(t ) and oyl(to), and covari-
ance ax ly(to), are calculated from Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) by substi-
tuting the values of e1 and R1 at t .
4.4 Filter Equations
The Kalman-Bucy filter which gives the maximum-likelihood estimate
of the state vector, x, for the continuous-time, discrete-data system
described by Eqs. (4.1) through (4.14) is given by [40,41]:
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Between measurements,
x = Fx+f
P=FP+PFT +Q
(4.21)
(4.22)
At a measurement,
x =x + K[z -.t(^ )] ,+ - :E
P = (I
+
- KH)P (I - K + KR KKT
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)K = P: T(HP HT + R')-
_ _+
where P is the error covariance matrix, I is the 8 X 8 identity ma-
trix, and the - and + designate values before and after the measure-
ment, respectively. Since a discrete approximation of the continuous
measurement process is used for the purposes of simulation, R' is
equal to R divided by the time between measurement updates.
A solution to Eq. (4.22) is of the form (see, e.g., [32], p. 453)
t
P(t) = O(t,tl)P(tl)mT (t,tl )+ 1 1(t,t)Q(1 )T (t, ) dr , (4.26)
1
where 0(t,t1) is the transition matrix associated with the system
x = Fx and satisfies
d
d O(t,t1 ) = F(t)D(t,t1 ) , O(tl,t 1 ) = I (4.27)
For the system under consideration, the following expression for the
transition matrix can be found by solving Eq. (4.27):
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T (1 -M) 0
wx
0 T (1 -N)
wy
M 0
0 N
_ - - - - - - - - - - -
0
(4 X 4)
M = exp{-(t - t)/Twx
N = exp{-(t - t1 )/T w y } 
I = identity matrix .
A t (Tj = f D(t, ¶)Q(r)o (t, 1) dr
tI
Substituting from Eqs. (4.10), (4.28), and
integrating yields:
J(i, j)
except
(4.29) into Eq. (4.30) and
= 0 for all i,j = 1,2, ... , 8
J(1,1) = T 2 [2(t t )-T (3
J(1,3) = J(3,1) = T a2(1- M)2
J(2,2) = T y2 [2(t -t 1 ) - (3
J(2,4) = J(4,2) = T a (1 - N)
wywy
J(3,3) = 2 (1 - M2 )
J(4,4) = (1 - N) .
WY37
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- M)(1 - M)]
- N)(1 - N)]
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
-
O(t,t 1 )
I
(4 X 4)
I
I I
I (4 X 4)(4x4
where
, (4.28)
Define
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
-j I
I
I
Thus, from Eqs. (4.28) through (4.31), Eq. (4.26) is seen to constitute
a closed-form solution to Eq. (4.22) which involves only the multiplica-
tion and addition of matrices.
4.5 Summary
The design of a filter to combine VOR/DME information and air data
was based on a kinematic model of the motion of the aircraft projected
onto the local horizontal plane at the reference station. It estimates
two components of position relative to station 1, the two horizontal
components of wind velocity, and the VOR and DME biases associated with
each station. The initial position error statistics are those obtained
by taking a VOR/DME reading from the reference station. When the air-
craft stops using a VOR/DME station and begins to use another, the bias
error estimates must be re-initialized. For purposes of error analysis
the measurement equations were linearized with respect to a nominal
flight path. For real-time application the linearization should be
with respect to the current estimate of the flight path.
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V. FILTER FOR COMBINING VOR/DME INFORMATION AND INERTIAL DATA
A filter to update an inertial navigation system with the information
from two VOR/DME stations is designed in this chapter. This filter can be
used with 0, 1, or 2 VOR's and 0, 1, or 2 DME's.
5.1 System Model
In view of the models derived in Section 3.2, the state equations are:
_ =Fx + n
that is, (5.1)
x 0 O p 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ x1 0
bay -p O O 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 BR O
YV -3 0 (2n +pz) 0 -a ay O O O 1 0 bV 0
by 0 -(2+ p ) 0 a 0 -a 0 0 0 0 1 W y 0
; O O O o o O x O
0 O O O ° -W x 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
a a a a aO aO a° °-°°eX ex TE
I2 ° ° ° ° ° ° ~ ° °I T
X O O O O O O O O T O a0 .X na
T Y Y Tay
B0~~~~~~~~~~ Z~~~~~~Z0
. O O O O O O O O O - i V
D1v2~ ~(4X 16) bD _ _
i o b o
b00 0 0
o o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Since the state variables of the filter are errors in the inertial and
VOR/DME systems, it follows from the linearization performed in Section
4.2 that the measurement equations are
Z = Hx + v
that is, (5.2)
Y1
A
Y -Y12
B
X - X12
[B + (h 1 h )2]
1 /
2 '
[B
-2 -2
A = x
1
+ Y1l 
where SV
1
and 5D
1
, and
the actual and nominal VOR
respectively.
-xl
A 
Y1
[A + h ]
1
x12 - x1
B
1 - Y12
I 
I(xO
i
I:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1 (4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
x4)
+ (h 1 - h 1 2 )2] 1
5R
8Ry
y
*V
x
5V
y
EX
EY
CZ
y
ay
bVI
bD 1
bV2
bD2
+
B=(x _ )2 +(Y- Y12)B = (x1 12 + y1 2
eDl
(5.3)
5V2 and 5D2 denote the differences between
and DME measurements from stations 1 and 2,
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5VI
5DI
bV2
5D2
with
eD2
In the derivation of the measurement equations, it was assumed that
true coordinate axes, that is, the set of axes with its origin at the
location of the aircraft with the axes pointing east, north, and up, and
the reference station coordinate axes (see Fig. 4.1) are parallel when
in fact they are not, due to the curvature of the earth's surface. How-
ever, since an aircraft can use a VOR/DME station which is at most 200
NM away, the true and coordinate axes are rotated relative to each other
through small angles when not at high latitudes. Hence, the differences
between the components of R1, R and R12 in true and station coordi-
nates are small and are therefore neglected. In other words, in the sim-
ulations, flight paths consisting of a series of straight-line segments
rather than true great circle paths are flown.
Letting t denote the time that the filter is initialized, it
o
follows from the models derived in Chapter III that
E[_(t)] = E[v(t)] = E[R(t)v T()] = 0 (5.4)
E[x(to)] = E[(t)nT E(t)] =  (to) == 0 , (5.5)
E[n(t + T)n(t)] = QS(T)
22 22 20 2o2 22 2
=' T 1° T ' T ' T ' T 
Ex - Ez c ax ayX . .x 
(5.6)
E[v(t + T)v t)] = Rb(T) , (5.7)
where R is given by Eq. (4.11). The error covariance matrix, P, at
time t is given by
o
P(t) = EX(t)xT(to , (5.8)
O 1 
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where all the elements are zero except those on the main diagonal, and
possibly P12(t ) and P 21(t ). In particular,
12 o 21 o
diag P(to), (t (to), t (o ),a (t0 2
= x t )y x y zt
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2  (5
ex Sy Ez ax ay ibV1 D1 b V2 bD2
R R 12 2(to) =P 2(t ) = E Rx (to)Ry (t )]xy
(5.10)
In Eq. (5.9) and (5.10), the initial position error statistics may be
those associated with a VOR/DME reading (see Section 4.3) or those de-
termined from another estimate of position. The variances of the ve-
locity and platform attitude errors will depend on the state of the INS
when the filter is initialized, and the values of the remainder of the
variances appearing in Eq. (5.8) are readily determined from the error
models derived in Chapter III.
5.2 Discretization
For the purposes of simulation, the continuous, time-varying, linear
system under consideration will be approximated by a multistage system.
Thus, a multistage process described by
xi+l = OiXi + ri i = 0,1,2, ... , (5.11)
is sought such that
x -x(t ),
-o - o
x(t) , = t + AT , (5,12)
' I11 0 
x(t_ 2 t 2 = t 1 + AT,
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where AT is a time increment. The continuous process described by Eqs.
(5.1) can be approximated to first order in AT by the process described
by Eq. (5.11) if ([32], Section 11.5)
(5.13)
i = [I + F(ti)AT] ,
r. =AT , (5.14)
ni = n(ti) ,
--1 1 ti <t < ti+l 'i- ti+l'
r i F ' Q ijE n =Q . = -[-1-j j ij AT i (5.16)
where 5.., the Kronecker delta function, is equal to zero unless i=j,
in which case it equals one. Furthermore, the discrete approximation to
the continuous measurement system described by Eqs. (5.2) is given by
z = H.x. + v. ,
i I-1 1 -1
vi = v(t.) ,
-i - 1
i = 0,1,2, ... ,
ti < t < ti+1 I
[_ T] R'E Iivj = R'bsj =
The approximation holds only if AT is
istic times of the system.
R
AT ij (5.19)
small compared to the character-
5.3 Filter Equations
The Kalman filter equations [40] for the linear multistage approxi-
mation described by Eqs. (5.11) through (5.19) are:
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with
(5.15)
with
where
(5.17)
(5.18)
Time update:
-i+1 i-i+ ' (5.20)
P i+l Pi+ + riQir * (5.21)
Measurement update:
x-i+ - (i i i-i (522)
+ (I - K.H.)P.(I KH + KiR K (5.23)l+ + i
Ki = P HT(H.P.HT + R') , (5.24)
where x. and Pi, and x. and P. denote the state estimate and
-3 -1+ 1+
covariance matrix at stage i before and after processing the measure-
ment at stage i, respectively.
Note that in the absence of measurements, the propagation of the
state estimate and covariance matrix are described by Eqs. (5.20) and
(5.21). This would correspond to the propagation of errors in unaided-
inertial operation.
The error estimates obtained from the above filter are, in practice,
used in two ways [54]. In the feed-forward configuration shown in Fig.
5.1, the estimates of the position and velocity errors obtained from the
filter are simply subtracted from the position and velocity indicated by
the INS computer, which essentially solves Eqs. (A.28). Using this con-
figuration, the uncorrected output of the INS computer corresponds to the
output obtained in unaided-inertial operation.
In the feedback configuration shown in Fig. 5.2, the error estimates
obtained from the filter are used to correct the values of position and
velocity in the INS computer as well as to compensate for the estimated
sensor errors and apply torques to zero the estimated platform tilts and
azimuth error. This configuration has the advantage of keeping the INS
errors small, thus reinforcing the assumption of a linear error model.
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An alternative to the filter assumed here, that is, one which
estimates only system and sensor errors, is a filter which treats
vehicle position and velocity as state variables. The state equations
would then be of the form of Eqs. (A.27). Such a filter would be an
integral part of the INS mechanization equations with the output of
the INS computer yielding the best estimate of position and velocity.
5.4 Summary
The continuous process which describes the INS updated with VOR/
DME information is approximated by a linear multistage process. This
approximation is based on a first-order approximation of the state
transition matrix. The associated multistage filter estimates the
easterly and northerly components of the position and velocity errors,
the angles of rotation about the east, north, and vertical axes which
relate the platform and computer axes, the gyro drift in each of the
three gyros, the errors in the east and north accelerometers, and the
bias in each VOR and each DME. In deriving the measurement equations
the rotation between the true and reference station coordinate axes,
due to the curvature of the earth, is neglected. Upon tuning in a new
VOR/DME station, the associated VOR and DME biases must be re-initial-
ized.
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VI. ESTIMATOR FOR COMBINING INFORMATION FROM
TWO VOR/DME's WITHOUT AIR OR INERTIAL DATA
Combining VOR/DME information without air or inertial data reduces
to the problem of finding the maximum-likelihood estimates of x
1
and
Y1 (see Fig. 4.1). Thus, the vector of parameters to be estimated, x,
is
x =[ . (6.1)
The measurements are given by [see Eqs. (4.3)]
z =x) +v ,
that is,
(6.2)
arctan (xl/Y 1)
+2 2 2/2
[ + Y1 + h1 J
arctan [(X1 - x12)/(Y 1 Y12) ]
2)2 
x2 + (Yl
_[(xi
+
bv1 + eVl
bDl + eDl
bV2 + eD2
bD 2 + eD2
m 
where V 1 and D1 , and V2 and D2 are the VOR and DME measurements
from stations 1 and 2, respectively..
Equations (6.2) can be linearized about the nominal value of x,
x. Hence, denoting the perturbations of x and z about their nominal
values by x_ and 5z, respectively, the following linearized pertur-
bation equation results:
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V1
V2
- Y12 ) + (hl - h12) ]
5z = H5x + v ,
with
y1
A
X1
[A + hl]
Y1 - Y12
B
x 1 - x 1 2
[B + (h1 -h 1 2) ] [B +
-x 1
A
Y1
[A + hl]
x12 - x 1
B
Yl - Y12
12 1/2
(h I-h 1 2 )2]
-2 -2
A = x 1 + Y1 ' B = (x1 -
2 - 2
x12 ) + (Yi - y12) (6.5)
Letting x denote the best estimate of x, then ([32], Section
12.2)
= + PHR [z - x)] (6.6)
Furthermore, the error covariance matrix, P, is given by
P = E[( - x)( - x)T] = [HTR1H] (6.7)
where
R = E[vvT] = diag bv 2 2+ a ,a
VI Dl
2 2
+ 0ejV2
DI V2
2 2
+ ae bD
V2 D2
(6.8)
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, (6.4)
where
2
+ a
eD2 i
(6.3)
H = L=
_x 1-X=X
The estimator for investigating the use of any combination of 0, 1,
or 2 VOR's and 0, 1, or 2 DME's can be derived from the above estimator
by deleting the measurements not taken.
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VII. SIMULATION STUDIES
7.1 Computer Program
A computer program was written to calculate the state error covar-
iance matrices associated with the filters of Chapters IV and V and the
estimator of Chapter VI. This program can be used to study error propa-
gation when using the information from 0, 1, or 2 VOR's and 0, 1, or 2
DME's with or without air or inertial data. The nominal flight path can
consist of any series of straight-line segments.
The main inputs to the program are: (a) the combination of infor-
mation to be used, (b) the model parameters, (c) the latitude, longitude,
and altitude of each of the VOR/DME stations to be used, and (d) the lat-
itude and longitude of each of the switching points, that is, points along
the flight path where the aircraft tunes in a new VOR/DME station or
changes its speed or directional heading. The outputs of the program
are the RMS errors in the estimates of the states (i.e., position, ve-
locity, etc.).
A listing of the program, which is written in FORTRAN IV program-
ming language, appears in Appendix B. All the results presented were
obtained from this program by properly choosing the input parameters.
7.2 Combining VOR/DME Information and Air Data
Using the computer program, the RMS error histories for various
flight paths were calculated. The results presented here are for an
aircraft flying due east at an altitude of 33,000 feet with a speed of
500 knots. The value of AT (the time between measurement updates) was
taken to be 10 seconds.
7.2.1 RMS Errors
The RMS position errors which occur when using the informa-
tion from one VOR/DME with and without air data are shown in Figs. 7.1
and 7.2 for a radial and an area flight, respectively. The improvement
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in position accuracy which results when air data are added is larger
for area than for-radial flights. This is due to the fact that the
filter can estimate the VOR bias more accurately for area than for
radial flights, while just the opposite is true for the DME bias.
This is shown in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4, respectively. Since the position
error due to the VOR bias is larger, the factor of improvement is
greater for area flights.
The sharp decreases in RMS position errors in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2
at the points where the aircraft switches from one VOR/DME station to
another are of interest. The decreases which occur in the radial flight
(as well as a portion of the decreases for the area flight) are due to
a transient effect which is introduced when, upon tuning in a new sta-
tion, the variances of the biases are re-initialized and the off-diagonal
terms involving the biases are set to zero in the covariance matrix. The
larger decreases occurring in the area flight are explained by the fact
that the DME position information is more accurate than the VOR position
information (except when very near the station), and the fact that the
lines-of-sight to the new and old stations at the switching points for
the area flight (Fig. 7.2) are not parallel.
Also of interest is the rapidity with which the RMS VOR and DME
bias errors tend to nearly constant values after switching to a new sta-
tion (see Figs. 7.3 and 7.4). The reason for this is that the aircraft
has a rather good estimate of its position as a result of filtering data
from the previous station; and hence, as the aircraft switches to the
new station, the filter can estimate the new bias errors quickly.
At elevation angles above 60 degrees, the VOR signals are usually
unusable due to excessive interference. Hence, when using only VOR/DME
information, the RMS position error becomes large when overflying a VOR/
DME station. However, when air data are added, the RMS position error
remains relatively small as shown in Fig. 7.1.
In Fig. 7.5, the RMS position errors for various combinations of
the information from two VOR/DME's and air data are shown. When a sec-
ond VOR is added to the case of one VOR and two DME's, with or without
air data, the decreases in the RMS position errors are negligible (less
than five feet).
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Since the position error due to VOR error is much greater than that
due to DME error, the best position accuracy, when using two stations,
occurs when the crossing angle between the lines-of-sight from the air-
craft to the two stations is 90 degrees. For the flight path of Fig.
7.5, the crossing angle varied from about 60 to 120 degrees. As can be
seen from Fig. 7.5, the RMS position errors increase as the crossing
angle deviates from 90 degrees. The present network of VOR/DME stations
would allow an aircraft flying almost anywhere in the U.S. at jet alti-
tudes (24,000 to 45,000 feet) to choose stations so that the crossing
angle lies between 60 and 120 degrees [6]..
Factors of improvement in RMS position error over the use of a
single VOR/DME are shown in Table 7.1 for various combinations of in-
formation. These factors were calculated for a point halfway between
the second and third stations because at this point the error for the
case of using a single VOR/DME is maximum; and hence, the factor of im-
provement at this point is of prime importance. The case where two DME's
are used without air data is not included in Table 7.1 because there are
generally two position fixes possible in this case. However, the addi-
tion of a VOR measurement to two DME measurements resolves the ambiguity,
Table 7.1
APPROXIMATE FACTORS OF IMPROVEMENT IN RMS POSITION
ACCURACY-OVER THE USE OF A SINGLE VOR/DME FOR VARIOUS
COMBINATIONS OF VOR/DME INFORMATION AND AIR DATA
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Combination Factor of
of Information Improvement
1 VOR, 1 DME, air data 1.8
(radial flight)
1 VOR, 1 DME, air data
(area flight)
1 (or 2) VOR's, 2 DME's 9
2 DME's, air data 15
1 (or 2) VOR's, 2 DME's
air data
although it does not substantially improve the accuracy of the position
fixes. From these results, it is seen that the navigational accuracy
resulting from the use of a given combination of VOR/DME information is
improved by roughly a factor of two by the addition of air data.
RMS velocity errors are reduced from roughly 60 to 30 knots when
one VOR, one DME, and air data are combined, and to about 20 knots for
combinations involving the information from two VOR/DME's and air data.
Jet flights along approved radial and area routes between San Fran-
cisco and Chicago were simulated and the results checked with those pre-
sented here between the second and third stations of these short flights.
The position error histories resulting between the second and third sta-
tions will repeat if the flight paths discussed above are extended and
similar configurations of stations are encountered.
7.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The design of the filter was based on "nominal" values for
the error model parameters. Since some of these parameters are quite
uncertain, it is desirable to establish how the filter performs when the
error statistics are not nominal. The equations required to determine
the sensitivity of the filter to variations in the initial covariance
matrix and the spectral densities of the process and measurement noises
are derived in Appendix C.
There is considerable uncertainty in the correlation times as well
as in the RMS values of the air data errors (a and a ) and the
wx wy
white noise component of the VOR error (aev). In order to determine
the sensitivity of the filter performance to variations in these error
parameters, certain parameters were assumed to be "non-nominal," and
the performance degradation was calculated. Here performance degrada-
tion is defined as the difference between the factors of improvement in
RMS position accuracy obtained from the nominal filter and the optimal
filter (the filter designed using the fact that certain parameters were
not nominal) divided by the nominal factor of improvement. The results
are shown in Table 7.2. The flight path was that of Fig. 7.1 with the
performance degradation calculated at the midpoint between the second
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Table 7.2
FILTER SENSITIVITY TO VARIATIONS
IN ERROR MODEL PARAMETERS
and third stations. From these results, it appears that the performance
of the (nominal) filter may be insensitive to fairly wide variations in
error model parameters.
7.2.3 Suboptimal Filters
The gains associated with the filter which combines VOR/DME
information with air data are time-varying. Since this filter must be
implemented in real-time using an onboard computer, computation time and
computer storage are severely limited. Hence., it would seem desirable
to design a suboptimal filter with constant and/or linearly-varying gains
which would behave nearly optimally. However, the filter gains associ-
ated with the VOR and DME measurements were found to be highly dependent
upon the location of the VOR/DME stations relative to the flight path.
Because of the nature of the gains, the search for a suboptimal filter
with constant and/or linearly-varying gains proved fruitless.
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Non-nominal Performance
Parameters Degradation (~)
all correlation
times halved
all correlation
times doubled
awx = 20 knots
a = 60 knots
wy
a = 60 knots
11
a = 20 knots
wy
e = 0.5 deg. 5
a = 2.0 deg. -8
e V
Another possible method of reducing the required computer storage
and computation time is to reduce the order of the filter by neglecting
states which are not of primary interest. In particular, the perfor-
mances of the suboptimal filters resulting when certain VOR and DME bi-
ases are neglected were investigated. The effect on filter performance
of neglecting states is discussed in Appendix D. For the case where
information from one VOR/DME and air data is used (for the flight path
shown in Fig. 7.1), the performance degradation of the suboptimal filter
resulting when the DME bias is neglected is less than 1%, whereas if
both the VOR and DME biases are neglected, the performance degradation
is about 31%. For the case of using two DME's with air data (for the
flight path of Fig. 7.5), the performance degradation resulting when
both DME biases are neglected is approximately 25%. In general, neglect-
ing VOR biases results in great performance degradation while neglecting
DME biases does not. Note that although the 25% degradation stated for
the case of two DME's and air data is a significant percentage, the deg-
radation in terms of feet of RMS position error is small (see Fig. 7.5).
The above performance degradations were calculated at the midpoint between
the second and third stations.
7.3 Combining VOR/DME Information and Inertial Data
7.3.1 In-flight Alignment
The possibility of performing the fine alignment of the INS
platform while in the air by using VOR/DME information was investigated.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the RMS errors in the estimates of position,
velocity, and platform attitude (0x = tilt about east axis, 0y = tilt
about north axis, and 0z = azimuth error) for a 30-minute flight (200
NM at 400 knots) using one VOR/DME to update a high-quality INS (0.01
deg/hr gyro drift). In Figs. 7.8 and 7.9 these same errors are shown
for a flight using two DME's. The time between measurement updates was
Although platform alignment usually refers to physically rotating the
platform to a desired orientation, in this context platform alignment
simply means the estimation of the platform attitude errors.
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60 seconds and the attitude was 33,000 feet. The present method of
ground alignment takes about 15 minutes with the final RMS error in the
platform tilts, RMS (Ox)f and RMS ( 5y)f, equal to about 0.005 degrees
and the final RMS azimuth error, RMS (0z)f, equal to about 0.05 degrees.
Thus, the accuracy of in-flight alignment using two DME's is about the
same as for ground alignment, whereas in-flight alignment using one VOR/
DME is less accurate by a factor of 2 or 3. In Fig. 7.10 the RMS posi-
tion errors during an unaided-inertial flight preceded by ground align-
ment are compared with errors during a flight with in-flight alignment
(using two DME's, the station configuration being that of Fig. 7.9).
In-flight alignment using combinations of VOR/DME information other
than the two previously discussed were also considered. The use of only
the DME measurements during the flight of Fig. 7.7 yields much less ac-
curate alignment than when both the VOR and DME measurements are used.
The addition of VOR measurements during the flight of Fig. 7.9 does not
significantly improve the accuracy of alignment.
Station configurations other than the two simple configurations of
Figs. 7.7 and 7.9 were also studied. It was found that more complex
configurations with more frequent switching between stations does not
result in a significant improvement in alignment accuracy. Note that
the results of Figs. 7.7 and 7.9 are not restricted to the specific
flight paths considered. For example, if during a 30-minute flight,
the information from one VOR/DME is used for in-flight alignment where
the line-of-sight to the station used during half of the flight is, in
general, orthogonal to the line-of-sight to the station used during the
other half of the flight, the resulting alignment will essentially be
that of Fig. 7.7. Similarly, if the information from two DME's is used
where the crossing angles between the lines-of-sight from the aircraft
to the stations lies between 60 and 120 degrees, the resulting alignment
will be about the same as that of Fig. 7.9.
Although the need for initial in-flight alignment of inertial sys-
tems onboard commercial aircraft is questionable, the in-flight realign-
ment of the system before leaving the U.S. airspace on a transoceanic
flight (e.g., from Los Angeles to London or Chicago to Hawaii) could
result in significant improvements in navigational accuracy. Also,
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in-flight realignment of the system after a transoceanic flight could
be useful in providing more accurate position, velocity, and attitude
information in the terminal area and for approach and landing.
7.3.2 Periodic Updating
The use of VOR/DME information to update a high-quality INS
during a five-hour transcontinental flight was investigated. The sys-
tem is assumed to be initially aligned on the ground with 0.005 degree
RMS error in the platform tilts and a 0.05 degree RMS azimuth error.
Furthermore, the initial position and velocity errors are taken to be
0.1 NM and 0.1 knot, respectively, in both the easterly and northerly
directions. The altitude is 33,000 feet and the time between measure-
ment updates is two minutes. The RMS position and velocity errors are
shown in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 for the unaided-inertial case as well as
for the cases where the system is realigned twice during the flight
(from 800 to 1000 NM and from 1800 to 2000 NM). Realignment is done
using one VOR/DME with the station configuration of Fig. 7.7 and using
two DME's with the station configuration of Fig. 7.9. Obviously, peri-
odic realignment of the INS results in more accurate position and veloc-
ity information than that resulting from unaided-inertial operation.
There is not much difference between the errors resulting from the use
of one VOR/DME and the use of two DME's. If the final realignment is
performed just prior to entering the terminal area, accurate position,
velocity, and attitude information will be available for approach and
landing.
Also shown in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 are the position and velocity er-
rors resulting if two position resets are performed during the flight (at
950 and 1950 NM). Here position reset means that the position display
is reset to correspond to a position fix from two DME's (whose lines-of-
sight are perpendicular). Thereafter, the increments of position change
calculated by the INS are simply added to the display. The position used
in the routine which integrates the outputs of the accelerometers is not
changed because such a change causes large amplitude oscillations in the
RMS position and velocity error histories. The effect of such position
resets upon the covariance is described in Appendix E. Position resets
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must be performed frequently (every few minutes) to obtain position
accuracy comparable to the case where the system is realigned. Obvi-
ously, position resets do not result in decreased velocity or platform
drift errors.
7.3.3 Continuous Updating
Since the VOR/DME system provides nationwide coverage in
the U.S., there exists the possibility of continuously updating an INS
with VOR/DME information during domestic flights. For such flights it
may be possible to use a low-quality INS instead of the high-quality
system required for unaided-inertial operation.
In Fig. 7.13, the RMS position errors for a radial flight using
the information from one VOR/DME with a high-quality INS (0.01 deg/hr
gyro drift), a low-quality INS (1.0 deg/hr gyro drift), and without an
INS are shown. These same error histories are shown in Fig. 7.14 for
an area flight. The time between measurement updates is 90 seconds and
the altitude is 33,000 feet. The RMS value of the initial position er-
ror is that of a VOR/DME reading taken at the beginning of the flight
while the RMS velocity error is 10 knots in the northerly and easterly
directions. The RMS value of the initial platform tilts and azimuth
error are 0.05 and 0.1 degrees, and 0.5 and 5.0 degrees for the high-
quality and low-quality systems, respectively. As can be seen in Figs.
7.13 and 7.14, there is considerable improvement in position accuracy
when inertial data are added to the information from one VOR/DME. How-
ever, the improvement in position accuracy when using a high-quality INS
is not much greater than when using a low-quality INS. The estimates of
the VOR and DME biases resulting when using inertial data with VOR/DME
information are essentially the same as when air data were used with VOR/
DME information. Also, the reasons for the sharp decreases in RMS posi-
tion errors at the points where the aircraft switches from one VOR/DME
station to another are the same as for the air-data case.
In Fig. 7.15, the RMS position errors are shown for various combi-
nations of the information from two VOR/DME's and data from a low-quality
INS. The use of a high-quality INS yields only a small improvement over
the position accuracy obtained when using a low-quality INS. When a
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second VOR is added to the case of one VOR, two DME's and inertial data,
the decrease in the RMS position error is negligible.
Factors of improvement in RMS position error over the use of a
single VOR/DME are shown in Table 7.3 for various combinations of the
information from two VOR/DME's and inertial data from a low-quality INS.
These factors were calculated for a point midway between the second and
third stations because at this point the error for the case of using a
single VOR/DME is maximum; and hence, the factor of improvement is of
prime importance. From these results, it is seen that the navigational
accuracy resulting from the use of a given combination of VOR/DME infor-
mation is improved by roughly a factor of 3 by the addition of inertial
data.
Table 7.3
APPROXIMATE FACTORS OF IMPROVEMENT IN RMS
POSITION ACCURACY OVER THE USE OF A SINGLE
VOR/DME FOR VARIOUS COMBINATIONS OF VOR/DME
INFORMATION AND DATA FROM A LOW-QUALITY INS
When using the information from one VOR/DME to update a low-quality
INS, RMS velocity errors of 7 or 8 knots can be expected, whereas, when
using a high-quality INS, velocity errors of 3 or 4 knots occur. The
use of the information from two VOR/DME stations to update an INS yields
RMS velocity errors of roughly one and two knots for a high-quality and
a low-quality system, respectively.
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Combination Factor of
of Information Improvement
1 VOR, 1 DME, INS 2.8
(radial flight)
1 VOR, 1 DME, INS
(area flight)
1 (or 2) VOR's, 2 DME's 9
2 DME's, INS 24
1 (or 2) VOR's, 2 DME's
INS
If the flight paths of Figs. 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15 were extended and
similar configurations of stations were encountered, the error histories
between the second and third stations would repeat.
7.3.4 Suboptimal Filters
Since the correlation times of the gyro drift and accelerom-
eter errors are long (5 hours and 10 hours, respectively), these errors
behave as biases over short periods of time (one-half hour or so). Hence,
the method for determining the effect of neglecting states derived in Ap-
pendix D applies when the filter operates for short periods of time. Us-
ing this method, it was found that for the alignment or realignment of a
high-quality INS (which takes from 20 to 30 minutes), the suboptimal fil-
ter resulting when the gyro drifts, accelerometer errors, and DME biases
are neglected performs nearly optimally. Hence, when using one VOR/DME,
the alignment accuracy shown in Fig. 7.7 can be obtained by using an
eighth-order filter, whereas, when using two DME's, the alignment accu-
racy shown in Fig. 7.9 is obtainable with a seventh-order filter. This
seventh or eighth order suboptimal filter also behaves nearly optimally
when using VOR/DME information to periodically update a high-quality INS.
When using VOR/DME information to continuously update an INS, the
performances of the suboptimal filters resulting when certain VOR and
DME biases are neglected were investigated. As in the air-data case,
neglecting VOR biases generally results in great performance degradation,
while neglecting DME biases does not.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Combining VOR/DME information (from one or two stations) with air
or inertial data by means of a maximum-likelihood filter results in
substantial improvements in navigational accuracy over that obtained
by the use of a single VOR/DME, as is the current practice.
The addition of air data (airspeed and heading) to the information
from a single VOR/DME station reduces the RMS position error by a factor
of about 2, whereas the RMS velocity error is reduced from roughly 60 to
30 knots. The use of a low-quality INS with one VOR/DME reduces the RMS
position error by a factor of roughly 3, and yields RMS velocity errors
of about 8 knots. When using VOR/DME information continuously through-
out the flight, the use of a high-quality INS (0.01 deg/hr gyro drift)
instead of a low-quality INS (1.0 deg/hr gyro drift) does not substan-
tially improve position accuracy, but does reduce the RMS velocity error
to about 4 knots. Some of the improvement due to the use of air or in-
ertial data results from the ability of the filter to estimate the bias
errors associated with the VOR/DME measurements. Estimates of VOR bias
error are better for area than for radial flights while the opposite is
true for the DME bias error.
The use of information from two VOR/DME stations with air or iner-
tial data yields large factors of improvement in RMS position accuracy
over the use of a single VOR/DME station, roughly 15 to 20 for the air-
data case and 25 to 35 for the inertial-data case. In general, the RMS
position error obtained when using a given combination of the VOR/DME
information from two stations is decreased by factors of about 2 and 3
by the addition of air and inertial data, respectively. When using in-
formation from two VOR/DME stations, the RMS velocity error in the air-
data case was about 20 knots, whereas when using a high-quality and a
low-quality INS, the velocity errors were 1 and 2 knots, respectively.
As far as position and velocity accuracy are concerned, at most one VOR
station need be used.
Accurate in-flight alignment of an INS platform by using VOR/DME
information is possible. The accuracy of in-flight alignment using two
DME's is about the same as for ground alignment, whereas,when using one
VOR/DME, alignment is less accurate by a factor of 2 or 3. In-flight
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alignment takes about 30 minutes. Although the need for initial in-
flight alignment of inertial systems onboard commercial aircraft is
questionable, the in-flight realignment of the system before a trans-
oceanic flight (e.g., from Los Angeles to London or Chicago to Hawaii)
results in significant improvement in navigational accuracy. This might
permit a reduction of separation requirements over the North Atlantic
routes. Also, realignment of the system after a transoceanic flight
could prove useful since the result would be accurate position, veloc-
ity, and attitude information in the terminal area and for approach
and landing.
Periodic realignment (every one or two hours) of a high-quality
INS during a transcontinental flight results in significant improve-
ments in position and velocity errors over unaided-inertial operation or
the use of periodic position display resets. The use of a periodically-
realigned, high-quality INS would make it possible to fly great circle
routes between cities since the locations of VOR/DME stations would not
substantially restrict the flight paths (as they do when using a contin-
uously-updated INS). If the final realignment is performed just prior
to entering the terminal area, accurate position, velocity, and attitude
information would be available for approach and landing without reliance
upon VOR/DME information.
In general, when combining VOR/DME information with air or inertial
data, the suboptimal filter resulting when the DME biases are neglected,
performs nearly optimally. However, neglecting VOR biases results in
great performance degradation. During the period of time that it takes
for in-flight alignment (or realignment) of a high-quality INS (20 to 30
minutes), the suboptimal filter resulting when the gyro drifts, acceler-
ometer errors, and DME biases are neglected performs nearly optimally.
Hence, alignment can be accomplished by using an eighth-order filter
when using one VOR/DME or a seventh-order filter when using two DME's.
The performance of the air-data filter was found to be rather in-
sensitive to wide variations in error model parameters. However, more
information regarding the error statistics should be acquired.
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Appendix A
DERIVATION OF INS ERROR EQUATIONS
The approach used here is basically the one used by Pinson [33].
The INS consists of a computer and a gyro-stabilized platform on which
are mounted three accelerometers with their sensitive axes mutually
perpendicular. Three sets of coordinate axes enter into the error
analysis:
(1) platform coordinate axes, the axes lying along the
nominal accelerometer sensitive axes,
(2) true coordinate axes, the axes representing the ideal
alignment of the platform axes at the location of the
platform, and
(3) computer coordinate axes, the axes corresponding to
the true coordinate axes established at the location
indicated by the computer.
For a perfectly operating system, the platform, true, and computer
sets of axes coincide. However, in actual operation these coordinate
systems are generally rotated relative to each other through small an-
gles.* Let 60 denote the vector angle required to rotate the true
coordinates into the computer coordinates, 0 the vector angle required
to rotate the true coordinates into the platform coordinates, and * the
vector angle required to rotate the computer coordinates into the plat-
form coordinates.
The true set of axes rotates at a certain rate w with respect to
inertial space. Since the computer contains the computer set of axes as
its estimate of the true set and W as its estimate of W, it rotates
the computer axes at w . Since the platform and computer coordinates
-c
differ by an angle I_, the gyro-torquing signals equivalent to w re-
-c
sult in a platform angular velocity of w + * X w . In addition to the
Hence, the theory of infinitesimal rotations is assumed to be applica-
ble.
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intentionally induced platform angular velocity, there exists a platform
drift rate e due mainly to gyro drifts. Hence, the angular velocity
of the platform coordinate axes in inertial space, W, is given by
w = w + 4 X w + . (A.1)
-p -c -c -
Now,
w = w + (*) , (A.2)
-p -c -c
where (i) is the time rate of change of J relative to the computer
reference frame, that is, the angular velocity of the platform relative
to the computer reference frame. Hence, from Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) it
follows that
(4t) +w xc X = e (A.3)
-- C -c - -
or
(4) = ' (A.4)
where (4) denotes the rate of change of 4 relative to inertial
space.
Ideally, the accelerometers of an INS sense an acceleration A
which is given by
A =() -gm ( (A.5)
where R is the radius vector from the center of the earth to the true
position of the vehicle, gm is the gravitational force per unit mass
vector, and (R)I is the second rate of change of R as viewed by an
observer fixed in inertial space.* Letting V denote the velocity of
the vehicle relative to the earth, that is,
For near-earth operation, an inertial reference frame can be defined by
a set of axes that is nonrotating with respect to the fixed stars and
has its origin fixed at the center of the earth.
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V = (R) , (A.6)
where (R)E is the time rate of change of R as viewed by an observer
fixed relative to the earth, Eq. (A.5) can be written in the following
form:
()I = V + X R (A.7)
(V) = A - s_ X V + g(R) , (A.8)
where
g(R) = g - Q X (2 X R) . (A.9)
The vector g(R) is the "plumb-bob" gravity vector composed of both
mass attraction and centripetal components; Q is the angular velocity
of the earth in inertial space.
The actual accelerometer output, a, differs from the ideal accel-
erometer output, A, because of accelerometer error, a, due to null
shifts, scale-factor error, etc. Furthermore, since the accelerometers
measure components of acceleration along platform axes but the computer
processes these components as if they were along computer axes, the ac-
tual and ideal accelerometer outputs are related as follows:
A = a - a + / X a . (A.10)
Substitution of Eq. (A.10) into Eq. (A.8) yields:
(V)I = _ a -+ X a - 2 X V + g(R) (A.i1)
Thus, Eqs. (A.4), (A.7), and (A.11) are the true dynamical equations
which must be solved in order to determine R and V from the actual
accelerometer output a.
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In the INS computer, the actual accelerometer output is treated as
though it were the ideal accelerometer output. Thus, from Eqs. (A.7)
and (A.8), it is seen that the equations solved in the INS computer are
I 
_ 
i
(V) = a - X V + g(R) ,
(A .12)
(A.13)
where R and V are the computed values of R and V, respectively.
The errors in the computed values of R and V, 5R and 5V, re-
spectively, are defined by
R = R - R
bv =V - v
(A.14)
(A.15)
Hence, subtracting Eqs. (A.7) and
respectively, yields:
(A.11) from Eqs. (A.12) and (A.13),
(SR) I = 5V + X R ,
(V)
I
= a - X a - X V + g() - g(R) 
 - - -
(A.16)
(A.17)
The gravity vector g(R) is given by
g(R) = - g R + (ellipticity terms) ,
R -
(A .18)
where g and R are the magnitudes of g(R) and R, respectively.
For this study, the ellipticity terms were neglected. In this case, Eq.
(A.18) becomes
2g(R) = -W2R
s_
(A.19)
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2
2 g go o
s R 3
(A.20)
The quantity w is the Schuler angular frequency while g is the
s
value of g at the surface of the assumed spherical earth of radius R .
o
In view of Eqs. (A.19) and (A.20),
2
g(R) = R = - R -
- 5- s- (A.21)
where R denotes the magnitude of R. Now, from Eqs. (A.19) and (A.21),
-2- 2
g(R) - g(R) = -W2R + w2R
- - - - s- s-
(A.22)
Expanding w2 in a Taylor series
order terms yields:
about R and retaining only first-
dw
Zi2 = W + 2w S 6R 
s s s dR
where, in view of Eq. (A.20),
dw w
s 3 s
dR 2 R
(A.23)
(A.24)
Substituting from Eqs. (A.14), (A.23), and (A.24) into Eq. (A.22) yields:
2
g(R) - g(R) = -2 R 3 R(R + R) (A.25)
.... 5s- -R R 
Thus, to first order,
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where
2
-- 2
g(R) - g(R) = 3 - 5R R - w 2R . (A.26)R - -
Let w and p denote the angular velocity of the true set of axes
relative to the inertial and earth-fixed reference frames, respectively.
Then, from Eqs. (A.4), (A.7), (A.11), and (A.19), it is seen that the
actual dynamic equations written in true coordinate axes are
R=V-P XR ,
= a- a + x x a - w2R - (2Q + P) X V , (A.27)
where the time derivatives are taken with respect to the true reference
frame. Furthermore, from Eqs. (A.12), (A.13), and (A.22), it is seen
that the equations solved in the INS computer are
R=V- pXR
(A.28)
-2-
V = a - c R- (2Q + p) X V , (
where the time derivatives are taken with respect to the true coordinates.
Finally, from Eqs. (A.16), (A.17), and (A.26), it is seen that the error
equations written in true coordinates are
5R = 5V - P X bR
w2
= a- -(32R R (A.29)
_v =a- r x a- (20 + p) x 5V - wR +3 R R (A.29)
s- R
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Note that Eqs. (A.27) through (A.29) are valid in any specified reference
frame if the time derivatives are taken relative to that reference frame
and W and p are replaced by the angular velocities of that specified
reference frame relative to inertial and earth-fixed reference frames,
respectively.
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
Appendix B
COMPUTER PROGRAM
A listing of the computer program that was used for the simulation
studies performed in this work follows. All the results reported in
this work were obtained from this program by reading in the proper val-
ues for the input parameters. The basic inputs are the particular com-
bination of information to be used, the model parameters, the locations
of the VOR/DME stations to be used, and the points where the stations
are tuned in. The outputs of the program are the RMS errors in the es-
timates of the states (i.e., position, velocity, etc.).
Preceding page blank
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C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE STATE ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
C WITH THE FILTERS WHICH COMBINE VOR/DME INFORMATION WITH AIR AND
C INERTIAL DATA
REAL*4 Q(88)/64*o0*0/,PHI (8t8)/64*O.O/tP8,8)/64*O.Q/tPHIQPH(88)/
164*0.0/,XO(8,1)/8*0.0/H(O/,HLl8)tX( ),HNTRI(2,4),ALTI(20),ALT2(20),
2LONGL(20),LONGZ(20)LLATl(20U)LAT2(20)tSWLTI(2O),SiLT2(20),LONGtLAT
3,IDENT(8,8)/64*0.0/.SWLr3(2U),SWLG3(20),KSTORE(9,1100),K(89.1)
4LONGO,LATO, PO(9) PHIT (88) ,PPHIT(8 8) tPHlPPH (88.) HT(8 1 ,PHT ( 81)
5,KH(8,8),KHP(8,8),KHT(8.8),PER(8,B)tKTI1,8)tKRKT18,8),KR(8,11
REAL*8 FLIGHT(10)
DIMENSION MEAS(b),SWLGI(20I,SWLG2(20)tHN(4,2),HNT(2,4),RI(4,4)
1 FORMAT(lHU,'TIME-MIN',2X,'OIST-NM',6X,'LAT-DEG' e 5XtX-NM't6X,'R-NM
1',3X,'THETA-DEG',2X,'RHSX-FT',3X,'RMSY-FT',2X,'RMSRAO-FT',2X,'RMSV
2WX-KT' ,2X,'RMSW-KT',2X,'K MSBV-DEG't 2XtRNSBD-FT'/J H ,22X,'LONG-DEG
3' ,5X, 'Y-NM' ,54X, RMSVY-KT)
2 FORMAT(IHU,'DATA:'/.lHM,'RMSVWX=',F7.2t, KT'/IH ,'RMSVWY= ',F7.2,' K
lT'/1H ,'RMSBV =',F7.2,' DEG'/lH ,'RMSBD =',F7.2,' NM'/lH ,'RMSVOR-
2',F7.2,' DEG'/LH ,'RMSDME=',F7.2,' NM'/IH ,'CORVWX=',F7.2,' NM'/IH
3 ,'CORVWY=',F7.t,' Ne'/1H ,'CORVOR=',F7.2,' NM'/lh .'CORDME=',F7.2
4,' NM'/IH ,'DISTO =',F71.2, NM' /' TO =',F7.2,t MIN'/' DELTAT=
5',F7.2,' SEC'/' V =',F7.2,' KT'/LH ,eALT =',F7.0,' FT'/1H ,
6'LATO =',F1O.S,' DEG'/IH ,'LONGO =',F10.5,' DEG'/I.H ,'NPRINT=',13
7/1H ,'NSTI =',13/IH ,'NST2. ='I3/lH ,'NST3 =',I3/1H ,'NP =',
813/1H ,'ISEN =',13/1H ,'NSEN =',13/IH ,'IGAIN ='9,3/IH ,'IRESET=
9',13/' NEST =',13/' IDISP =',13/' MEAS =',13,515/1///)
3 FORMAT(iHO,'ISTI',2X,'ALTI-FT',5X,'LAT]-DEG',4XtLONGI-DEG",4X,
1'SWLTI-DEG' ,4X,'SWLGl-DEG'//
4 FORMAT(' NO MEASUREMENT TAKEN FROM THE STATION BEING OVERFLOWN')
5 FORMAT(//IHO,16X,'ISTL=',12,5X,'VX=',FT.2,' KT',5X,"XO=',F7.2,' NM
L',5X'*TSWIT=" ,F6.2,' MN'l ,5X,'X2TOL=',F7.2,' NH't5X,'ATl='tF6.0O'
2FT'/1H ,16X,'IST2=',12,5X,'VY='.F7.2,' KT',5X,'YO=',F7.2,' NM',5X,
3'VBRNG= EG 2 T F 7 NT2F6.2tl D 'l5Xv'Y2TOI=*,F7.2,' M' ,5X'AT2-',F6.0,' FT'//
4)
6 FORMAT(10F8.2)
7 FORMATI2014)
8 FORMAT(/////IH ,'IST2',2X,'ALT2-FT',5X,'LAT2-DEG',4X,'LONG2-DEG',
14XtSWLT2-DEG',4Xt'S*S'LG2-DEG'//I
9 FORMAT(IH+,13,FLU.0,4Fl3.5/)
10 FORMAT(lHl,52X,'BEGINNING OF FLIGHT')
11 FORMAT(IHO,55X,'END OF FLIGHT')
12 FORMAT(8F10O.5)
13 FORMAT(/////IH ,'IST3',3X,'SWLT3-DEG',4X,'SWLG3-DEG'//)
14 FORMAT(1H+t13,2F13.5/)
15 FORMAT(IOA8)
16 FORMAT(IHllOAB//)
17 FORMAT(IHL,62X,'GAINS:'//lHO,6X,'TIMI',8X,KX' ,:13X, 'KY' ,12X,'KV W X'
i,IIXe'KVWY'e L IX,e KVI t',llX,'K BDIL,llX,'KBV 2e l l X,' K e D 2 ')
18 FORMAT(IHO,FlO.2,8E151.7/(1H ,LOX,8E15.7))
IRUN=1
20 NUM=I
INSEN=O
ITER=1
READ(5,15) (FLIGHT(I) ,=l,10)
23 READ(5,6) RMSVWX,RMSVWY,RMSBV,RMSBDRMSVOReRMSDMECORVWXtCORVWY,
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Ro EPROoc-NO ICIBLIE
ICORVOR CORDME
IF(ITER.EQ.2) GO TO 2'4
READ(5f71 NP,NPRINT,NSTL,NST2,NST3,1SEN,NSEN, LGAI, [RESET,NEST,
IllSP, (MEAS(J),J=I,6)
[F(NSEN.GT.I.AND.l GAl[b.E.I) INSEN=l
READ(5,12) LA[O,LUNGU ,TO, DELTAT,V,ALT,DISTO
TOO=TO
KEAD(5,6) (ALTI(I),I=l,NSTI)
READ(5,12) (LAfl( l) ,LCNL (I) =l,NSTi
READ(5,12) (SWLTL(I),SWLGI(I ),I=[,NST)
24 WRITE6,L16) [FLIGHT[I,1=1,10)
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.,) CALL INS1(RMSVWXRMSVWYRMSBVRMSBU,RMSVORRMSDME
i,CORVWX,CORVWY,CORVOR,CORDME,OISTO,TO,DELTAT,V,ALT,LATO,LONGO,
2NPRINT,NSTINS12,NSr3,NP,ISENNSEN,IGAIN,MEAS,IRESFT,NESTIDISP,EZ
35)
vRITE(6,Z) RIMSVWX,RMSVWhY,RMSBV,RMSBRMSVORRMSVR SOMECORVWXCORVWY
ICORVOR,CORDME,DI STO,TC,DELTAT,V,ALT,LATO,LONGO,NPRINT,NSTI,NSr2,
ZNST3,NP,ISEN,NSEN,IGAiIN,IRESET,NEST,IDLSP,(MEAS(J),J=1,6)
25 WRITE(6,3)
WRITE(6,9) ({,ALTII ),LATI( I), LONGIII,SWLTI{[)vSLGI{),l=l,NSTI)
[F(ITER.NE.1) GO TO 27
N=O
DO 26 1=1,4
26 N=N*MEAS(I)
MODE= I
IF(MEASl3).EQ.1) MODE=2
IFIMEAS(4).EQ.L) MODE=2
27 IFlMODE.EQ.L) GO TO 2S
IF(ITER.EQ.2) GO TO 28
READ(5,6) (ALT2(!i,1=iNST2)
READ(5,12) (LA1T2(1),L'NG2(I),1=1,NST2)
READ(5,12) (SWLT2( 1),SILGZ2 ),=IlNST2)
,8 WRITE(6,8)
WRITE(6,9) lI,ALT2([),LAT2L),LONG2(1)iSWLT2(IIJSWLG2I),1=l,NST2)
29 IF(IRUN.EQ.2) GO TO 3.1
IFIMEAS(6).EU.1) CALL INSIO(&31)
DO 30 [=1,8
DO 30 J=1,8
PERll,J)=O.O
30 P(I,J)=O.O
jl ISWV=O
JI=O
J2=0
J3=0
iF(NST3.EQ.O) GU IU 33
IF(ITER.NE.I) GO TO 32
READ(5,12) (SWLT3(1),SWLG3([),I=1,NST3)
32 ISWV=1
IST3=1
IF(ITER.EQ.3) GO 10TO 33
WRITE(6,13)
WRITE(6,14) [1,SWLT3(llSwLG3(1J,1=1,NS T3)
33 WRITE(6,10}
ISTl=l
TO=TO*60. 0
T=TO
DIST=DI STO
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LAT=LATO
LONG=LONGO
ATi=(ALT-ALTI(I ) J /6076.10
DTR=3. L41592/180.0
KE=(2.090E+07}/6076.10
RCONE=0.7*ATI
KS=1
IF(MODE.EQ.1) GO TO 34
IST2=1
AT2={(ALT-ALT2(1) )/6076.10
GO TO 35
34 IST2=0
AT2=0-.0
X2TOL=,O.O
Y2T01=0.0
35 lF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) GO TO 36
IF4MEAS(S).EQ.OI GO TL 37
36 IN=1
IPRI[NT=O
JJ=O
L=O
IF(NP.EQ.0.AND.IReSEToNE.0) L=l
IF(L.EQ.1.AND.IDISP.EQ.I0 NP=l
L=O
[FINP.NE.0) GO TO 37
NP=l
JJ=l
C CALCULATE THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS
37 IF(ITER.EQ.3) GO TO 39
CORVOR=CORVOR*3600.0/V
CORDME=CORDME *36 00.0/V
RMSBV=RMSBV*DTR
RMSVOR=RMSVOR*DTR
VARVOR=RMSBV**2+RMSVOR**2
VARDME=RMSBD**2+KMSDME**2
RVOR=2.0*CORVORVR*RMSVOR**2/DELTAT
RDME=2.0*CORDME*RMSDME*-*2/DELTAT
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) CALL INS2(DTR, DELTAIf NP RE ALT RMSBV RMSBD &39
RMSVWX=RMSVWX/3600.0
RMSVWY=RMSVWY/3600.0
CORVWX=CORVWX*3600.0/V
CORVWY=CORVWY 3600.0/V
IF(MEAS(S5.EQ.0) GO TC 39
Q(3,3J=2.0*(RMSVWX**2)/CORVWX
Q(4,4)=2.0*(RMSVWY**2 )/CORVWY
DO 38 I=1,8
PH(I L)=1.0
38 IDENT(LI )I=.O
EX=1.O/EXP(DELTAT/CORVX/NP)
EY=l.O/EXP(DELTAT/COR.VMY/NP)
PHIl( 3)=CORVWX*( .0-EX)
PHI(2,4)=CORVY*(I1.0-EY)
PHI (33)=EX
PHI (44)=EY
PHIQPH ( 1 )=Q(3,3)* ( DELTAT/NP-O .5*CORVWX*(3. -EX)* ( . O-EX I )*CORVWX
1**2
PH QPH 2)=Q4 4)* ( DELI'A T/NP-O .5*CORVWY* ( 3.0-EY)*(. 1 O-EY ) ) *CORVWY
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L**2
PHIQPH(1,3)=(lt3,3)*O.5*CORViX**2J*(1.U-EX)**2
PHIQPH(2,4)=(Q(4,4)*OIO5CORVWY**2)*(1.O-EY)**2
PHIUPH3, 1)=PHIUPIH(1,3)
PHIQPH(4,2)=PHIQPH(2,4)
PHIQPHI3, 3)=Q(3,3 *0.5*CURVX*(1i.O-EX**2)
PHIQPH(4,4)=Q(4,4)*0.5*CORVWY*(I.O-EY**2)
C INITIALIZE THE CUVAKIANCE MATRIX P
39 LL=O
CALL SWITCHITSWIT, ISTl IST2,NSTLINST2, Ji, J2,LATILAT2,LONG
11,LONG2vLATLUNG,SWLT1,SWLT2,SWLGI,SWLG2,RE.DTRMCDt,rO,T,LLX2TOI
ZtYZTOlVXVYXOtMEAS(5h)ALTATIAT2,ALTlALT2,RCONE,ISWVBRNG,V,
3SWLT3,SWLG3t, SWV, IST3,NST3,&100)
LL=1
CALL ANGLE(XO(I,l)hXOX2,1),THETAJ
R2=XQal,1)**2+XOt2,L)**2
Kl=SQRT{R2)
CALL RMS2(IN,R2,At,C,THETAATI,VARVOR,VARDME)
IF(IRUN.EQ.2) GO TO 42
IFIMEAS(6)oEQ.1) CALL INS3(ITERA,BC,&42)
P(1,ll=(A/oU76.1)**2
P(2,2)=B8/607b.1)**2
P(1,2)=C
P(2,1)=C
40 P{3,3)=RMSVWX**2
P(4,4)=RMSVWY**2
P(5,5)=RMSBV**Z
P(6,6)=RMSBD**2
P{(7,7)=P(55)
P(8,8)=P(6,6)
IFlNEST.EQ.8) GO TO 42
NESTL=NEST+l
DO 41 I=NEST1,8
PER(III)=P(I,I)
41 P(I,l)=O.O
42 TSWITM=TShlT/60.0
ViRNGD=VBRNG/IDTR
ATIFT=ATI*6076.1
AT2FT=AT2*6076.1
WRITE(6,5) IST L VX,XO (. ) TSWITM,X2TO 1,ATFT, S;T 2VYXO(2,1}),
lVBRNGDY2101,AT2FT
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.O) GO TO 44
CALL INS4(S)
[F(IDISP.EQ.O.OR.IRESET.EQ.O) GO TO 43
X(1,1)=XO(1,1)
X(2,l)=XO(2,1)
GO TO 56
q3 CALL INS5(XO(LI,lIXi2,I),THETATRI,MODELONGLATCIST)
GO TO 46
44 WRITE(6,1)
IF(MEAS5 ).EQ.O) CALL NOAIR{MEAS,T-OELTAT,XO(1,1),XU(2,1),VX,VY,
1RCONEX2TOl,YZOlIN.ATAIAT2,MOODEDELTAT,VARVOR,VARDME,P,HN,HNT,RI,
2HNTRI,TOXiL,1),X(2,1),LONGLiIST1),LATI(ISTIJ,LONGLATDTRRE,V,
3DIST-V*DELTAT/3600.0,&79)
CALL RMSI(PDIGRXO(I.IXO(2,I1)THETATTRIPODELCNGLATDIST)
IF(NEST.EQ.8) UU TO 45
CALL GMADD(PER,PPH[T,8,8)
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CALL RMSI(PH[T,DTR,XOi(l1t),XO(21) ,THETA,T,RIMODELONGLAT,DIST)
C CALCULATE THE NOMINAL POSITION AND PERFORM THE TIME UPDATING OF P
45 IFIMEAS(6).EQ.1) GO TO 46
IF(MEAS(5).EQ.O) CALL NOATR(MEASTXO(1lls)XO(2,l),vxVYtRCONEtX2T
101 tY2T1 , NATI,AT , MOOEDELTAT VARVOR,VARDMEP HN ,HNT-,RIHNTRI TO,
2X(lil)eX(2.1),LONGI(ISTI),LATI(iST[I)LONGLATOtTRRE,.VDSTt&79)
46 DO 50 J=1,NP
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.I) CALL INS6(LATLONGVXIVY)
T=T+DELTAT/NP
X( ,l'=XO(1,1 )+VX*(T-TO)/3600.0
XI(2,)=XO(2,l )VY*(T-TO)/3600.0
DIST=DIST+V*DELTAT/3600.0/NP
LONG=-(X(1,1)/RE/COS(LATI(IST1)*DTR)/DTR)+LONGIIST 1)
LAT=X(2,1)/RE/D[R+LAT( ISTI)
RZ=X(l,1)**2*A(2, )**2
RL=SQRT4R2)
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) GO TO 47
CALL GMTRA(PHlPHIT,8,,S)
CALL GMPRDIPPHITPPHlIT,8,88)
CALL GMPRO(PHItPPHIT,lHIPPHs,888)
CALL GMADD(PHIPPHPHIQPHtP838)
LF(NEST.EQ.8) GO TO 4]
CALL GMPRD(PERtPHITPPHIT,8,8,8)
CALL GMPRD(PHI,PPHITlER8ts,8,8
47 CALL ANGLE(X(ll),X(24tl)THETA)
LF(NP.NE.1J GO ro 48
LF(JJ.EQ.I) GO TO 50
IF(IPRINT+1.NE.NPRINT) GO TO 50
48 IF(MEAS(6I.EQ.O) GO TO 49
CALL INS5(X(l L) X(2,1TTHETATRlMODEtLONGtLATtDST)
GO TO 50
49 CALL RMS1 (P,DTRtX( 1 1 ) ,X2,1),THETAT,RMOELONGLAT,DIST)
IF(NEST°EQ.8) GO TO 5O
CALL GMADD(PERtPtPHLT8t,8)
CALL RMSL(PHITDTRX(a,) ,X(2, I)THETATR:1,MOoELONGLATDIST)
50 CONTINUE
IFIN.EQ.O) GO TO 51
IFIRI.GT.RCONE) GO TO 55
IF(MODE.EQ.1) GO TO 51
IF(IRESET.NE.O) GO TO 51
NH=2
L=1
GO TO 56
51 IPRINT=IPRINT+1
[F(IPRLNT.NE.NPRKINT) GO TO 79
IPRINT=O
IF(JJ.NE.1) GO TO 53
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.OI GO TO 52
CALL INS5LX(I1) ,X(2,1),THETAtT,R1,MOODELONGLATDIST)
GO TO 53
52 CALL RMSI(P,DTR,X(1,I),X(2,1),THETA.TRI,MODELCNGLAT.DIST)
LF(NEST.EQ.8.OR.ICOMP.EQ.il GO TO 53
CALL GMADD(PERP ,PHIT8,8)
CALL RMS1 PHITDTRX(I,) ,X(2,1) ,THETA,TR,MOCE,LONGLAT,DIST)
53 IF(N.NE.O) WRITE(6,41
GU TO 79
C CALCULATE THE MEASUREMENT MATRIX AND PERFORM THE MEASUREMENT
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C UPDATING OF P
55 NH=O
56 IF(IIESET.NE.U} CALL .INSII(N,IRESXT1)(LlJ,X(2,1J,R2,X2TOl,Y2TO1,
ATIATAT2 ,HNHNT,KRI , TRI , VARVORVAROME, 66
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) CALL INS7(NHX(I,1),X(2,I) ,at ,AT2,TR2tX2TOi,Y2TO
1,KStITERH RVORRDMEt,66)
DO 58 1=1,8
DO 58 J=1,8
IF(ABS(P(l,J)I.LE.1.OE-25) P(I,J)=O.O
58 CONTINUE
60 NH=NH+l
IF(MEAS(NH).EQ.0) GO TO 65
CALL FINDH(NHtH,X([,I)X(2, 1i)ATI,AT2,R2tX2TClY2TO1,8)
IF(ITER.NE.2) GO TO 62
CO 61 1=1,8
Oi K( 1,1=KSTORE(IKS)
KS KS +=KS
62 CALL MEASUP(NH,HIP,RVCR,RDME,IDEN, ITER,K,8,HT,PhT,KH,KHP,KHT,KT,K
LKKTKR)
IF(NEST.EC.8) GO TO 63
CALL GMTRA(KHKHT,8, 8J
CALL GMPRC(KH,PER,KHPt,8,88)
CALL GMPRCIKHP,KhI,PER,8,8,8)
63 IF(ISEN.EQ.O.AND.IGAIN.EQ.0) GO TO 65
IFIITER.EF(.2) GO TO 65
IF(ITER.EQ.3.AND.IGAIN.Et.JO GO TO 65
DO 64 1=1,8
64 KSTORE(I,KS)=K(1,I)
IF(IGAIN.EQ.1)J STORE(9,KS)=T
KS=KS+1
65 IF(NH.NE.4) GO TO 60
66 IPRINT=IPRINT+i
IF(IPRLNT.NE.NPRINT) GlO TO 75
IPRINT=O
IFIMEAS(6).EQ.0) GO TO 67
CuLL INS5 (X(I, 1) ,X(2,1)THETA,TTRLMODE,LONGLAT,DISI)
GO TO 68
67 CALL RMS1(PtDTR,X(L,I1),X(2,1),THETA,T,R1,MODE,LON(G,LAT,DIST)
IF(NEST.EQ.8) GO TO 66
CALL GMADDIPER,P,PHI.T,8t8)
CALL RMSI(PHIT,UTK,X(1,1),X(2,1),THETA,TtRlMOCE,LONGLAT,DIST)
68 IF(L.EQ.1) GO TO,70
LF(LTER.E.Z2) GO 0i 79
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) GO TO 79
CALL RMS2( INR2,A,dC-,tHEtTA,AT1,VARVOR,VARDME)
GO TO 79
70 WRITE(6,4)
75 L=O
19 LF(ABS(T-'TSWITI.G[.DELTAT/2.0) GO TO 45
CALL SWITCH(TSdI.T, ISTI,IST2,NSTI,NST2, J1, J2,LATl LAT2,LONG
11,LONG2,LATLONGSVLTI,SWLTI2,SWLG1,SIWLG2REDTRMCDETOT,LL, X2rl
2,Y2TOlVXVYXU,MEAS(6),ALT,ATIAT2,ALTLALT2,RCC(E,ISWVBRNG,V,
3SWLT3,SWLG3,ISWV, IST3NST3,&80)
GO TO 81
80 Jl=l
J2=1
J3=1
95
81 IF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) CALL INS8(JI,J2,£92)
IF(JI.EQ.O) GO TO 85
C RE-INITIALIZE THE ELEMEATS OF P RELATING TO THE STATION BIASES
DO 82 J=5,6
DO 82 1=1,8
P1 ,J)=O.O 0
PiJ,I -=O.O
PER(I ,J=0.O
82 PER(J,I)=O.O
P(5,5)=RMSBV**2
P(6,6)=RMSBD**2
J1=0
[F(NEST.EG.8! GO TO 86
IF(NESTI-6)83,84t85
83 PER(5,5)=P[5,5)
P(5,5)=0.0
84 PER(6,6)=P(6,6)
P(6,6 )=0.
85 IFIJ2.EQ.O) GO TO 92
DO 86 J=7,8
00 86 1=1,8
P(IJ)=O.,O
P(J,I})=O.O
PER(1,J=O0.0
86 PER(JI)}=O.O
P(7,7}=RMSBV**'
P(8,8)=RMSBDO*2
J2=0
LF(NEST.EC.81 GO TO 92
IF(NEST.EC.7) GO TO 88
PER(7, 7)=P( 7, 7)
P(7,7)=0.0
88 PER(8,8)-P(8,8)
P(8,8)=0..0
92 IF(J3.EQ.1) GO TO 100
TSWITM=TSWIT/60.O
VBRNGD=VBRNG/DTR
ATIFT=AT1*6076.1
AT2FT=AT2*6076. 1
RL=SQRTfXO(I,1)**2+X0{2,1)**2)
CALL ANGLEIXO(1,),XA)(2,J1),THETA)
WRITE(6,5) ISTLVX,XO(1,l3,TSWIiTMX2TO1.ATlFT, ST2,VY,XO(2,1),
1VBRNGD,Y2TO, AT2FT
IF(MEAS(6).EQ.1) GO TO 95
WRITE(6,I 
IF(MEAS(5).Ew.O) CALL NOAIR(MEAS,T,XO(IL1),XO(2,1),VX,VYRCONE,X2T
1Ol,Y2TOlN,AlI,ATZ,MODE,DELTAT,VARVOR,VAROME,P,HN,HNT,Ri,HNTRI,TO,
2X(1,1),X(2,1),LONG1(ISTi),LATL(ISTI),LONGtLAT,0TRRE,V,DIST,-19)
CALL RMS1(P,DTR,XO(1,JJ,XO(2,1) ,THETA, r Rl,MODELCNLAT,ODI ST)
IF(NEST.EQ.8) GO TO 45
CALL GMADC(PER,PPHIT,8,8)
CALL RMSI(PHI T,DTR,XO-(,L),XO(2, ) ,THETA,.T,RRlMODE,LONGLATDIST)
GO TO 45
95 CALL INS4(S)
CALL INS51XO(1,1l,XO12,1),THETA,T,RLMODELONGLATOIST)
GO TO 46
100 WRITE(6,111
96
IF(IGAIN.EQ.O.OR.IFER.EQ.2) GO TO 140
LF(MEAS(6).EQ. ) CALL INS9(KS,& 140)
KSTORE(9,KS)=-1.0
WRITE(6,171
IPRINT=O
KP=l
110 IPRINT=IPRINT+l
T=KSTORE ( ,KP)
TM=T/60.0
NN=l
115 IFIKSTORE(9,KP).NE.KSTUIRE(9,KP+NN))} GO TO 120
NN=NN+l
GO TO 115
120 IF(IPRINT.NE.NPRINT) GO TO 125
WRITE(6,18) TM,((KSTORE(I,KP-1+J),I=1,8),J=l,NN)
IPRINT=O
1[5 KP=KP+NN
IF(KP.GE.KS) GO TO0 140
GO TO 110
140 IF(ISEN.EQ.O) vO ro 15u
IF(NUM.EQ.NSEN.ANO.ITER.EQ.31 GO TO 150
IF(INSEN.EQ.1.AND.IIER.E Q.3) GO TO 160
ITER=ITER+1
IF(ITER.LT.4) GO TO 141
NUM=NUM+1
ITER=2
141 IF(JJ.EQ.1) NP=O
TO=TOO
IF(ITER.EQ.2) GU r0 23
GO TO 29
150 READ(5,7) IRUN
IF(IRUN.NE.O) GO I0 20
160 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE RMSI(P ,DTR,X,Y, HETA, TRMODELUNGLAT,CIST)
C CALCULATES THE RMS ERRORS IN THE AIR-DATA FILTER ESTIMATES
REAL*4 P(8,8),LONGtLAT
1 FORMAT( H+,llOXF10.2,F 10.0
2 FORMAT(IHCF7.2F10.2,F2tF.53F10.2,3FlO.0,3FLO.2,FOO.0/lH ,17X,
lF13.5,Fl0 .2,50X,F10.2)
RMSX=SQRT(PL,1) )*6076.1
RMSY=SWRT(P(2,Z))*6076.1
KMSVWX=SQRT(P3,3) 1*3600.0
RMSVWY=SQRT(P(4,4))*3600°.0
RMSBV=SQRT(P(5,5))/DTR-
RMSBD=SQRTLP(6,6) )*b076.L
RMSRAD=SQRT(PLl,l)+P(2,2))*6076.1
RMSW=SQRT(P(3,3)+P(4,4))*3600.0
TIME=T/60.O
THETAD=THETA/DTR
WRITE(6,2) TIMEDISTLAT,X,RlTHETAO,RMSXRMSYRMSRADRMSVWXRMSWI
IRMSBVRMSBD,LONG,Y ,RMSVWY
IF(MODE.EQ.1) RETURN
RMSBV2=SQiT(P7,7))//D TR
97
RMSBDZ=SQRT(P(8t8 )*6,076.1
WRITE(6,l) RMSBVZ,RMS'BD2
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RMS2(IN,R2,RMSXRMSY.COVXYTHETAALT,VARVOR,VARDME)
C CALCULATES THE RMS POSITION ERRORS RESULTING WHEN USING THE
C INFORMATION FROM A SINGLE VOR/DME STATION WITHOUT AIR OR
C INERTIAL DATA
1 FORMAT(lH+,60X,3F10.0)
S2=SIN(THETA) **2
C2=COS(THETA3**2
RR=RZ+ALT**2
F=(1.0-0.5*ALI **2/RRk)*2
RMSX=SQRT (RRF*C2*VAR,VOR+F*SZ*VARDMEJ*6076. 1
RMSY=SQRT(RR*F*S2*VARVOR+F*C2*VARDME *6076.1
RMSRAD=SQRT IRMSX**2+RMSY **2)
IFIIN.NE.) GI) TO 10
IN=2
S=SIN(THETA)
C=COS(THETA)
COVXY=-RR*F*S*C*VARVOR+F*C*S*VARDME
RETURN
LO WRITE(6,1) RMSX,RMSYsMSRAD
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RMS3P, DI'R,T,THETAtDISTLATLONGXYRtI.ODERFALT)
C CALCULATES THE RMS ERRORS IN THE INS FILTER ESTIMATES
REAL*4 P(16,16JsLONGLAT
I FURMAT(LHO,F7.2,FIO.2,FII.5,2F9.2,FLO.O,FIO.2,FL1.4,2F12.4,F12.6,
iF7.2,FIO1.O/H ,17X,FI,1.5, F9.2, 9X,FLO.OF1O.2,FII.4,2FI2.4,F12.6)
2 FORMAT(1H+,113XF7.2,FIO.O)
3 FORMATI1H ,28X,F9.2, 9X,FlO.O,FIO.2,FL/.4,2FI2.4,F12A.6)
RMSX=SQRT(P(.L,1))*6076.10
RMSY=SQRT(P(2,2) )*6076.10
RMSVX=SQRT(P(3,31)*3600.0
RMSVY=SQRT(P(4,4)1*36,00.0
RMSPIX=SQRT(P (5,5) )/OTR
RMSPIY=SQRT(P(6,6))/DTR
RMSPIZ-=SRT(P(7,71)/D.TR
RA=2.0/(RE+ALT/6076.10)
RA2=(RA/2.0)**2
RMSPHX-SQRT(P(5,5J-RA*P(2,5)+P12,2)*RA2)/DTR
RMSPHY=SQRT(P(6,6)+RA*P(1,6)+P(ll)*RA2)/DTR
RMSPHZ=SQRT(P(7,7)+RA*TAN(LAT*DTRI*P(l,7)+RA2*P(1,1*TAN(LAT*DTR)*
1*2)/DTR
RMSGX=SQRT(P(8,8))/DTR*3600.U
RMSGY=SQRT(P(9t9))/DTR*3600.O
RMSGZ= SQ KTlP(10,10) )//TR*3600.0
RMSACX=SQRT(P(1 ,l)I)*6076.10/32.2
RMSACY=SQRTIP(12,12))*6076.10/32.2
RMSBVl=SQRT(P(13,13))/DTK
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RMSBDL=SQRTIP( 14,14.})6076.10
RMSRAD=SQRT(P 1, 1)+tP,2 )*6076. 10
RMSV=SORT(P(3,3)+P(4,4))*3600.0
TIME=T/60.0
THETADOTHETA/DTR
WRITE(6,1) TIME,OIST,iLAI,X,THETAD,RMSX,RMSVX,RPSPIX,RMSPHX,RMSGX,
IRMSACXRMSBVI,KMSBDI,LONG,Y,RMSY,RMSVY,RMSPIY,RMSPHY,RMSGY,RMSACY
IF(MODE.EQ.l) GO TO 1. 
RMSBV2=SQRT(P(15,15))/DTR
RMSBD2=SQRTIP(16,16))*6076.10
WKITE(6,2) KMSBV2,RMSD2
10 WRITE(6,3) RlKMSRAD,RMSV,RMSPIZRMSPHZRMSGZ
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ANGLEIX,Y,JHEIA)
C CALCULATES THE BEARING OF THE AIRCRAFT RELATIVE TO NORTH AT A
C REFERENCE VOR/DME STATION
PI=3.141552
IFIX) 102,0,30
10 IF(Y)11,12,13
11 ARG=ABS(X)/ABS(Y)
THETA=PI+ATAN(ARG)
RETURN
12 THETA=3.0*PI/2.0
RETURN
13 ARG=ABSlX)/Y
IHETA=2.0*PI-ATAN(ARG)
RETURN
20 IF(Y) 21,22,22
21 THETA=PI
RETURN
22 THETA=O.O
RETURN
30 IF(Y)31,32,33
31 ARG=X/ABS(Y)
THETA=PI-ATAN(ARG)
RETURN
32 THETA=PI/z2.0
RETURN
33 ARG=X/Y
THETA=ATAN(ARG)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FINDH(NH,HX,Y,ATl AAT2,R2,X2TO1,Y2rG1,NST)
C CALCULATES THE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
DIMENSICN H(l,NST)
DO 10 I=1,NST
10 H(1,I)=O..O
GO TO (20,30,40,50})NH
20 H(1,1)=Y/R2
H(1,21=-X/R2
99
H(I NST-3)=1.0
RETURN
30 D=SQRT(RZ+AT1**2)
H(I1l)=X/D
H(1,2)=Y/D
H(1,NST-2=1..0
RETURN
40 D=(X+X2T011**2+(Y+Y2TOC)**2
H( 1,)l(Y+Y2TO/)/D
H(1,2)=-(X+X201 )/D
H(1,NST- I=1.L
RETURN
50 D=SQRT((X+X2T01)**2+(Y+Y2TOL)**2+AT2**2)
H(1,1)=(X+X2TO1)/D
H( 1,2)=(Y+YZTO)/D
H( ,NST)=1.0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MEASUPINHh,P,RVOR,ROME,IDENTITER,K,NST,HT,PHT,KH,KHP,
1KHTKT,KRKT,KR)
C PERFORMS THE MEASUREMENJT UPDATING OF P
REAL*4 P(NS1,NST),H(I,NST),HT(NST,1),PHT(NSTi )K(NSTI).KH(NSTNS
IT),KHP(NST,NSTI,IDENT(NST,NST),KHT(NST,NST.) KT(INST),KRKT(NST,NST
2 ,KR(NST, 1)
IF(NH.EQ.2) GO TO 10
IF(NH.EQ.4) GO rTO 10
R=RVOR
GO TO 11
10 R=RDME
11 IFIITER.EC.2) GO TO 20
CALL GMTRALH,HT,1,NST)
CALL GMPRD(P,HT,PHT,NST,NST,I)
HPHT=0.0
DO 15 I=lNST
15 HPHT=HPHT*H(1, J*PHT(t,l)
DO 19 I=iNST
19 K( ,1)=PHT(I, /(HPHT*R)
20 CALL GMPRDLK,HKHNST,I,NST)
CALL GMSUB(IOENT,KHKH,NST,NST)
CALL GMPRD(KH,PKtiP,NST,NST,NST)
LF(ITER.NE.2) GO TO 4.0
CALL GMTRA(KH,KHT,NST,NST)
CALL GMPRD(KHP,KHT,P,tST,NST,NSTJ
CALL GMTRA(K,KT,NST,1)
00 30 I=1,NST
30 KR(I,1)=K(II)*R
CALL GNPRD(KR,KTKRKTNSTl,NST)
CALL GMADC(PtKRKT,P,NSTNST)
RETURN
40 DO 50 I=l,NST
DO 50 J-=,NST
50 P(IJ)'KHP(I,J)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SWI TCH(TSWIT, IST IST2,NSTltNST29 Jl, J2tLATIt
ILAT2.LO ,LLONG2,LATLONG,SWLTI,SWLT2,SWLGI,SWLG2,RE,DTRMODEtTO
2T,LLX2TOItY2TOI,VX,V~Y,XOMEAS5,ALT,ATI,AT2,ALT1,ALT2,RCONE ,ISW
3VBRNGiV,SWLT3,SWLG3,1SWV,IST3,NST3,*)
C TUNES IN A NEW VUR/OME STATION OR CHANGES THE HEACING OF THE AIRCRAFT
REAL*4 LATI([O),LAT2(20 ,LONGL(20),LONG2(20),LATtLONGSWLT1
1(20),SWLT2(20),SWLGI(20)tSWLG2(20)tXO(8,1),ALTlI20),ALT2(2u),SWLT3
2(20)tSwLG3(20)
IF(LL.EQ.C) GO TO 50
TO=T
IF(ISW.LT.4) GO TO 10
I ST3= IST3+1
IF(IST3.GT.NSF3) ISWV=O
GO TO 50
10 IFIISW.EQ2}) GO( TO 30
IF(IST1.EC.NSTL) RETURN i
I ST 1= ISTL+1
ATL=(ALT-ALTlI(ST) })/607b.1
RCONE=.0.7*ATl
20 IF(ISW.EQ.1) GO TO 50
30 IF(ISTZ.E~.NS[2) RETURN 1
LST2=I ST2+1
AT2=lALT-ALT2 ISTZ))/6076.1
J2=1
50 XO l,1)=(LONGL(IS.1 )-LONGI*DTR*RE*COS(LATI IST1)*CTR)
XO(Z,1)=(LAT-LATI( ISTI )*I*T*RE
60 IF(MODE.EG.l) GU IO 7M
X2Tl=( LONG2 ( IST2-LOIG1( IST I)*DTR*RE*COS(t LATI(ST.I*DTR)
Y2TO1=(LATL(ISTL)-LAT2(IST2))*DTR*RE
70 XSWlI=LONGliISTL/)-SWLGI( IST1)L*DTR*RE*COSILATI([STI)*nTR)-XOo(1,I
YSW1=(SWLT(ISTL)-LATI(ISTL))*DTR*RE-XO(2,1)
RSW1=SQRT(XSWLt" 2+YS.WI**2)
IF(MODE.EQ.l.ANL.ISWV.EQ.0) GO TO 80
LFIMUL)E.EC.l) GO 1O 72
XSW2=(LONGL(ISTl)-SWLG2(IST2)} *DUTR*RE*COS(LATLISTI }*DTR)-XO(I ,1)
YSW2=(SWLT2(IST2)-LATI( IST }l*DTR*RE-XO(2, 1
RSW2=SQRT (XSW2**2+YSW2**2)
IF(ISWV.EQ.0) GO TO 76
72 XSW3-(LUNG1([STLI-SWL4G3(IST3))*DTR*RE*COS(LATI(ISTl)*DTR)-XOII}
YSW3={(SLT3(IST3)-LAT1{ IST1 ))*DTR*RE-XO0{2, 1
RSW3=SQRT (XSW3**2+YSWt3**2)
IF(MODE.EQ.1) GO TO 76
IF(RSW3.LT.RSWL.AND.RSW3.LT.RSW2) GO TO 85
LF(RSW2.LT.RSWL.AND.R6W2.Lf.RSW3) GO TO 90
IF(RSWI.LT.RSW2.AND.RSWI.LT.RSW3) GO TO 80
GO TO 79
15 IF(RSW.-RSW2) 80,79,91)
76 IF(RSWL-RSW3) 80,80,86
79 ISW=3
GO TO 81
80 ISW=i
81 XSW=XSWI
YSW=YSW1
C't)~~~~~~~~~~ 2 101
RSW=RSWI
GU TO 95
a5 ISW=4
XSW-=XSW3
YSW=YSW3
RSW=RSW3
GO TO 95
90 ISW=2
XSW=XSW2
YSW=YSW2
RSW-RSW2
95 CALL ANGLE(XSWYSw,VBRNG)
rSWIT= T+RSW/V *30U. 0
IF(RSW.EQ.O.00)' G TO 100
VX=V*XSW/RSW
VY=V*YSW/RSW
RETURN
100 VX=V
vy=O. 0
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NOAIR(MEAS,T,XO,YO,VX,VY,RCONEX2TO1,Y2TC1tNATI,AT2,
IMODEDELTATtVARVOAR VARCME,PP,HtHT,RI,HRItTO,XY,LONGlLAT1,LON(,
2LAT,DTR,RE,V,IST ,*)
C CALCULATES THE STATE EKROK COVARIANCE MATRIX ASSOCIATED WITH THE
C ESTIMATOR USED TO )rBTAIN MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD POSITION FIXES FROM
C VOR/DME MEASUREMENTS
REAL*4 LONG1,LATlLUNG,LAI
DIMENSION MEAS(5) ,HL:,2 ,tHT(2,N)RI(N,N},HTRI(2,NI,P(2,2) PP(8,8)
I FORMATI' NO MEASUREMENT TAKEN FROM THE STATICN BEING OVERFLOWN')
2 FOURMAT(IHO,F7.2,FLO.2,F13.5,3FLO.2/lH ,1lX,F13.5,FiO.2)
IN=2
DO 10 I=1,N
DO0 10 J=1,N
10 RI(IJ)=O.0
T= T+DELTAT
X=XO+VX*s T-Tr)/36J0.0
Y=YO+VY*(T-TO)/3600.O
DIST=DIST+V*DELTAT/360G.0
LONG=-(X/RE/COS(LAT1**CTR)/DT}/DTR+LUNG1
LAT=Y/RE/DTR+LAT 1
R2=X**2+Y**Z
RI=SQRT(R2)
IF(R].GT,COUNE) GO rO 20
IF(MEAS(3).EQ..1.AND.MEAS(4).EQ.1) GO TO 15
TIME=T/60.U
CALL ANGLE(X,Y,THETAI
THETAD=THE A/DTR
WRITE(6,2) TIME,OI ST,LAT,X,RI,THETAD,L(ING Y
WRITE(6,1 )
GO TO 100
15 CALL ANGLE(X,Y,THETA)
CALL ANGLE(X+X2TUI,Y+-Y2T0i, IHETA2)
RR2=(X+X2TOG ) **2+(Y+Y2TO0 )**2
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LN=1
CALL RMS2( IN,RR2,A,,C,THETA2,AT2,VARVOR,VARDME.)
PP{l1,l=(A/607.1)~**2
PPIZ,2)=(8/6076.1)**2
CALL RMSL(PPDTR,X,Y,THETA, I,RI,MODELONGLAT,CIST)
WRITE(6,1)
GO TO 100
20 I=1
NH=O
30 NH=NH+1
IF(MEAS(Nh).EQ.O) GO TO 90
GU TO (40,50,60b70)rNH
40 H(I,1)=Y/R2
H(I,2)=-X/R2
GO TO 80
50 D=SqRT(R2+ATI**2)
H( ,1)=X/D
H(1,2)=Y/D
GO TO 80
60 D=(X+XZTOI)**2+(Y+Y2TCI)*2Z
H(I,L)=(Y+Y2TU1)/D
H(i,2)=-- X+X21'01 /D
GO TO 80
70 D=SQRTIX+X2TOI)**2+(,Y+Y2TO1I**2+AT2**2)
HI I J=(IXX2TOL)/D
H(I12)=(Y+Y2TOI)/D
80 IF(NH.EQ.1I GU TO 85
IF(NH.EW.3) GO TO 85
RI(IIt,)=.O/VARDME
L=I+1
GO TO 90
85 RIII,I)=1.O/VARVOK
I=1+1
90 IFLNH.NE.41 GO TO 30
CALL GMTRA(HHT,N,2)
CALL GMPRD(HTtRIHTRI,2,NtN)
CALL GMPRD(HTRIH,P,2,N,2)
DET=PtL,i)*P(2,2)-Pl,12)*P(I,2)
PP(1,1)=P(2,2)/DET
PP(2,2)=P(1,t1/DET
CALL ANGLE(X,Y,THETA)
CALL RMSl(PP,OTR,X,YTHETA, TRI,MODELONGtLATDISTI
CALL RMS2 IN,R2, A,8,C-THETA,AT ,VARVORtVARDME)
100 RETURN 1
END
SUBROUTINE INS(HI ,HITRI,H[TRI,N,LATOLONGOLATLCNG,MEASX,y,
1IRESET)
C PERFORMS INS FILTER COMPUTATIONS
REAL*4 Q(16)tLATO,LON.GOPHI116,16),IDENT(l6,16),P(16,16),KR(16t,),
IRMS(l2),LONG,LATtPHIT(16,16),PPHIT(16,16)tH(1,16),K(16,1h,KSTURE(I
27,1100)HT(16,1) ,PHT(16t,),KH(16,16),KHP(16,16),KHT(16,16),KT(1t16
3),PER(16,16),M(2,2)# HI(N,2),HITT(2,N) ,RIN,N),HITRI(2,N),PI(2,2)
4,KRKT(16,16),AA(.i6,16),CCL6,L16),DD(Ib,16)
DIMENSION MEAS(6)
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1 FORMAT(IHO,'TIME-MIN',2X,'D[ST-NM',4X,' LAT-DEG,4X0'X-NM',2X,
1'THETA-DEG ','KMSX-FT' ,2X,'RMSVX-Kr',2X,'RMSPSIX-DE(;',' RMSPHIX-V
2EG RMSGX-OEG/trR RMSAX-G ', 'RMSBV-DEG',lXtIRMSBD-FT'/IH ,
320X,LONG-DE' ,4X,'Y-M' , IX, 'RMSY-FT , 2XIMS Y-KT ,2X,RMSPS IY-
4EGI',X,'RMSPH I Y-DEG' ,IX,'RMSGY-DEG/HR',2X.oRMSAY-G' / l H 32X,'R-NM'
5l13XtRMSR-FT',3Xt'RMSV-KP,[2XtRMSPSlZ-DEG'tLXt'RMSPHIZ-DEG',IX,
6'RMSGZ-DEG/HR' 
2 FORMAT('ODATA:'/'ORMS'GYO=',F7.4,' DEG/HR'/' RMSACC=',F?.4,' G'
I /1H ,'RMSBV =',F7.2,' DEG'/IH ,tRMSBD =',F7.2,' NM'/IH ,'RMSVOR=
2',F7.2, I DEG'/IH ,'RMSUME='FT7.2,' NM'/IH ,'CORGYC=',F7.2,' HR'/IH
3 ,'CORACC=',f7.2,' HR'/1H ,'CORVOR=',F7.2,' NM'/IH ,'CORDME=',F7.2
4,' NM'/IH ,'DISTO =',F7.2,' NM' /' TO =',F7.2,' MIN'/' DELTAT=
5',F7.2,' SEC'/' V =',F7.2,' KT'/1H ,'ALT =',F7.0,' FT'/IH 
6'LATO =',FIE.5,' DEG.'/G1H LON.O =',F10.5, DEG'/IH ,'NPRINT=',13
7/lH ,'NSTI =',[3/lf ,'NSTZ =',J3/LH ,'NST3 =',13/lH ,'NP =',
813/1H ,'ISEN =',13/1H ,'NSEN =',[3/1H ,'IGAIN =',13/1H ,'IRESFT=
9',13/' NEST =',13/' [DISP =',[3/' MEAS =",13,515/////)
3 FORMAT(16,12Fh.2)
7 FORMAT(1HI,6ZX,'GAINS:'//IHOt6X,'IIME', 8X'KX',I2X, KVX',IIX,
I'KPSIX',LCX,'KPSIZ',L2X,'KGY',12X,'KAX',IlX,'KEVI'[IlX,'KBDI'/
;LH ,18X,'KY',12Xt'KVY',IIX,'KPSIY',IIX,'KGX',13X,'KGZ',12X,'KAY',
311X,'KBV2',LiX,'KBD2' )
6 FURMATIIH+,IOX,8E15.7/I1H ,10X,SEI5.7)J
9 FORMAT(lhIO0,FlO.2)
10 FORMAT(' NO POSITION RESET PERFORMED')
RETURN
C
ENTRY INSI(KMSGYO,RMSACC, RMSBV,RMSBDRISVOR,RMSDME,CURGYO,CnRACC,
ICORVORCORDMEDISTO,TODELTAtV,ALT,LATO,LONGO,NPRINT,NST1,NST2,
2NST3,NP,ISFN,NEN, [GAIN,MEAS, IRESET,NESTIDISPt*
WRITE (62) RMSGYURMSCC, RMS6V,RMSBD,RMSVORRMSD )MFCORGYO,CORACC,
lCORVOR,CORDME,DISTO(,TO,DELIATV,ALTLATO,LONGO,NPRINT,NSTI,NST2,
2NST3,NP,ISEN,NSEN,I[GAIN,IRESET,NESfT,DISP,(MLAS(.J,J=I,6I
RETURN 1
C
ENTRY INS2(DTR,DELTATNP,RE,ALTRMSBV,RMSBD,*)
LBIASG=O
[lBIASA=O
RMSGYO=RMSGYO*DTR/3bOL.O
RMSACC=RMSACC/bU76.10*32.2
IF(CORGYO.GE.1000.0) IBIASG= 
IF(CORACC.GE.L000.0) IBIASA=1
CORGYO=CORGYO*3600.0
CORACC=CORACC 3600.0
DO 20 1=116
DO 20 J=l,lb
PHI(I[J)=O.O
ZO IDENT(I,J)=0.O
00 25 1=1,16
IDENT(L,I)=1.0
PH!(I,I)=L.O
25 Q(I)=0.0
IF(IBIASG.ELJ.1) GU TO 2,
Q(8)=2.O*(RMS(,Y**2)/C(JKGYO*DEL TAT/NP
Q(9)=Q(8)
F(IBIASA.10EQ., R8)TURN 
26 IF(lBIASA.E..i RLtTUKN I
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Q( 11=2.0*(RMSACC**2J/CORALC*DELTAT/NP
w(12)=Q(1L)
RETURN 1
C
ENTRY INS3(ITER,AtC,*)
IF(ITER.EQ.3) GO TO 30
READ(5,3) INIT,(RMS(J),J=1,12)
30 IF(INIT.EC.I) GO TO 32
RMS(1)=A/6076.10
RMSCZ)=B/6076.10
P(lt2)=C
P(2,1)=C
32 P(l,L)=RMS(L)**2
P(2,2)=RMS(2)**2
P(3,3)=(RMS(3)/36J0.0)**2
P(4,4)=(RMS(4)/3600.0.)**2
P(5,5)=(RMS(5) DTR)}*2
P(6,6)=(RMS(6}*DTR)**2
P(7,7)=(RMS(7)*DTR)**2
P(8,8)=(RMS(8)*DTR/36,0.0)**2
P(9,9)=(RMS(9)*0TR/3b00.0)*2
P(l10,1)=(RMS(10) O)TR/36O00.0)*2
P( 1,ll}=(RMS 11) 32.2/6076.10)**2
P(12,12)=(RMS(12)*32.2/6076.10)**2
P(13,13)=RMSBV**2
P(14,14)=RMSBD**2
P(15,15)=P(13,13)
P(16,16)=P(14,14)
1F(NEST.EC.16) GO TO 39
NEST1=NEST+1
00 33 I=NESTL,l6
PER(I,I)=P(I,II
33 P(I,I)=O.O
39 RETURN I
C
ENTRY INS4(S)
WR[ E(6,1)
RETURN
C
ENTRY INS5(X,Y,THETAT,RI,MODELONG,LAT,DIST)
CALL RMS3{P,DTR,T,THETA,UIST,LAT,LONGX,Y,R1,MCDE RE,ALT)
LF(NEST.EQ.16.AND.ID[SP.EQ.0) GO TO 55
I[F(IDISP.EQ.1) GO TO 54
CALL GMADDIPER,P,PHIT,16,16)
54 CALL RMS3(PHIT,DTR, ,THETADIST,LAT,LONG,X,YR1,MCDE,REALT.)
55 RETURN
C
ENTRY INS61LAT,LONG,VXX,VYY)
VX=VXX/3600.0
VY=VYY/3600.0
VXDOT=O.0
VYDOT=O.O
VZDOT=0.0
VZ=O.O
GX=O.O
GY=o. 0
GL=-32.Z/6076.10ORE**2)/(RE+ALT/6076.1)**2
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OMEGA=15.04107*DTk/36CL.0
OMEGAX=O.C
OMEGAY=CMEGA*COS(LAT*CTR)
OMEGAZ=UMEGASIlN(LATDTR)
RHOX=-VY/RE
RHOY=VX/RE
RHOZ=VX/RE*TAN(LAT*DTR)
OMEGAS=32 .2/6U16.10/RF
AX=VXDOT+(2.U*OMEGAY+RHOY)*VZ-(2.0*OMEGAZ+RHOZ)*VY-GX
AY=VYDOT+ (2.0*UMEGAZ+RHOL )*VX-( 2.0*OMEGAX+RHOX ) *VZ-GY
AL=VZDOT+(2.U*UMEGAX+RHUX)*VY-( 2.U*OMEGAY+RHOY ) VX-GZ
PHI(1,2)=RHOL*OELTAT/NP
PHI (1,3)=CELTAT/NP
PHI(2l1)=-RHOZ*DELTAT/NP
PHI (294)=DELIAT/NP
PHI3,1 )=-OMEGAS*DELTAT/NP
PHI(3,4)= (2.0*OMEGAZ-RHOZ)*OELTAT/NP
PHI(3,6)=-AZ*DELTAT/NP
PHI(3,7)=AY*)ELTAT/NP
PHI(3,11)=E)ELTAf/NP
PHI (4,2=-OMEGAS*DELTAT/NP
PHI(4,3)=-(2.O*OMEGAZ+RHOZ)*DELTAT/NP
PHI (45)=AL*DELTAT/NP
PHI(4,7)=-AX*DELTAT/NP
PHI(4,12)=DELTAT/NP
PHI(5,61=(OMEGAZ+KHOZJ*DELTAT/NP
PHIL5,7)=-( OMEGAY+RHOY ) ')EL TAT/NP
PHI(5,8)=DELIAT/NP
PHI(6,5)=-(OMEUA Z+RLHOZI*DELTAT/NP
PHI(67)=(OUMFGAX+RHOX)#DELTAI/NP
PHI (69)=CELTAI/NP
PHI(7,5)=(UMEGAY+RHOY)*DELTAT/NP
PHI(7,6)=-(UMEGAX+RHOX)*DELTAT/NP
PHI(71U)=DELF A[/NP
IF(IBIASG.EQ./) GO TO 62
PHI(88)=1.0-(1.O/CORGYO)*UELTAT/NP
PHIt9,9)=PHI (d,8
PHI(10l10)=PHI(8,8)
62 IF(IBIASA.EQ.L) GO TO 64
PHI(11,11==1.-(l.U/CORACL)*DELTAT/NP
PH{(1212 )=PHI( 1,11)
6. CALL GMTRA(PHlPHIT,16,16)
CALL GMPRO(P,PHITPPHIT,1b,16,16)
CALL GMPRO(PHIPPHITP,I16,1b,16
DO 66 1=8,12
06 P(II)=P(I,I) q( I
IF(IDISP.EQ.O) GO TG 6G
CALL GMPRO(PHIAAtPHIT,6b,16, 6)
DO 68 1=1,16
DU 68 J=I,16
68 AA(IJ)=PFIT(I,J)
CALL GMTKA(AA,PHIT,i6,L1)
CALL GMADC(AAPHIT,PHT, 16,16)
CALL GMSUB(P,PHIT,PHIT,1 6,16)
CALL GMADC(PHITCC,PHIT,16,16)
69 IF(NEST.LQ.16. RETURN
CALL GMPkD( PFe,PtH{ ,PPhl r IT,, ib O Lb
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CALL GMPRD(PHl,PPHIT,PE, L6,t6,16)
RETURN
C
ENTRY INS7LNH,X,¥,ATL,ATZ,,R2XZTO2T01,Y2T01,KSITER,RVCR,RDME,*i
DO 70 1=1,16
DO 70 J=1,16
IFtABSIP(IJ)l.LE.1.OE-25) P I,J)=O.O
70 CONTINUE
71 NH=NH+l
IF(MEAS(NH).EQ.O) GO TG 78
CALL FINDHiNH,H,X,Y,AiTIAT2,R2,X2TOl,Y2O1, 16)
IFIITER.NE.21 GO TO 75
DO 73 I=1,lb
73 K(I,I)=KSTORE IKS)
KS=KS+1
75 CALL MEASUP(NHHPRVOR,RDOEIDENT,lTER,K,16,HTPHT,KH,KHP,KHT,KT,
1KRKT,KR)
IF(NEST.EC.164 GO fO 76
CALL GMTRALKH,KHT,16,16)
CALL GMPRD(KH,PER,KHP,16,16,16)
CALL GMPRD(KHPKHTPER,16,16916)
16 IF(ISEN.EQ.O.AND.IGAiN.E].0) GO TO 78
IF(ITER.EQ.2) GO TO 78
IF(ITER.EQ.3.AND.IGAIN.EQ.0) GO TO 78
00 77 1=1,16
77 KSTORE(I,KS)=KIIt1)
IF IGAIN. E.1) KSTORE.:(17,KS)=f
KS=KS+l
78 IFINH.NE.4) GU TO 71
RETURN I
C
ENTRY INS8{JI,J2,*)
LF(JI.EQ.O) 60 TO 83
DO 80 J=13,14
DO 80 1=1,16
P(I,J{=O.O
P(J,1I)=0.O
PER(I ,J)=O.0
80 PERiJ,i)=O.O
P 13,13)=RMSBV**2
P(14,14)=RMSBD**2
IFlNESI.EQ.i6) GO TO 83
IFNEST 1-14) 81,82,83
81 PER(13,13)=P(13,13)
P 13,13)=0.0
82 PER(14,14)=P(14,14)
P(14,14)=0.0
83 IF(JZ.EW.O) RtTURN 1L
00 84 J=15,16
DO 84 1=1,16
P(l,J)=O..O
P(J,I)=0.0
PER(I J)=O.O
84 PER(J,I)=O.O
P(15,15)=RMSBV**2
P(16,16)=RMSBD**2
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J2=0
85 IF(NEST.oE.L6) REFURN 1
IF(NEST.EQ.15) GO TO '86
PERL{5,[15=P(15,15)
P(15,15)=0.0
86 PER(16,16)=P(16t1lb
P(16t,16)=0.O
RETURN 1
C
ENTRY INS9(Ks,*)
KSTORE(17,KS)=-1.O
WRITE(6,7)
LPRINT=O
KP=1
90 IPRINT=IPRINF+l
T=KSTORE(17,KP)
TM=T/60.0
NN=1
94 IF(KSTORE(17,KP).NE.KSTORE(17,KP+NN)) GO TO 95
NN=NN+1
GO TO 94
95 IF(IPRINI.NE.NPRINT) GO TO '8
WRITE(6,9)TM
WRITE(6,8)l(IST(.IRE(ItKF-1+J),I=1,15,2J,(KSTORE(L,KP-I+J),L=2,16,2)
1,J=1,NN!
IPRINT=O
98 KP=KP+NN
IF(KP.GE.KS) GO TO 99
GO TO 90
99 RETURN 1
C
ENTRY INS1O(*)
DO 100 1=1,16
DO 100 J=l,lu
CC(I,J)=O.O
OD(I,J)=O.U
PER(I,J)=O.O
[UU PCI,J)=O..C
RETURN I
C
ENTRY INSiL(N,IRESETW,YtR2tX2TOLtY2TUltATIAT2,HI,H[TRIlHITRI,
IVARVOR,VARUME,*)
DO 110 1=1,16
DO 110 J=1,16
IF(AbS(P(I,J)).LE.1.OE-25) P(I,J)=o.O
LlU CONTINUE
DO 115 I=I,N
DO 115 J=1,N
11 RI(Il,J)=U.O
1=1
NH=O
130 NH=NH+l
IF(MEAS(N-).EU.O) GO T([ 190
GO TO (140,15U,16I,17C),NH
14U HI(I,1)=Y/R2
HI(I,2)=-X/kR
GO TO 180
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150 D=SQRT(R2+ATI**2)
Hl I l)=X/D
HI(I,21=Y/D
GO TO 180
160 =(X+X2TO1**2+ ( Y+Y21C 1)**Z
HII[,1)=(Y+Y2TO1)/D
HI (,2)=-(X+X2TJI)/D
GO TO 180
L7( D=SQRT((X+X2TOI1**2+(V+Y2TO1)**2+AT2**2)
Hi (Itl)=(X+X2TU)/D
HI( I,21= =Y+YTU )/D
18(j IF(NH*EQ.1) 60 ro 185
lF(NH.EQ(.3) GO TO 1d5
Rl( I , =1 .0/VAKRDM
L=1+1
GU TO 190
135 Ki ( I, l=l.OU/VARVUO
I=1+1
190 IF(NH.NE.4) GO TO 130
CALL GMTRA(HI,HI r,N,2)
CALL GMPRO(HI ,RI,HI TRl,2,N,N)
CALL GMPRD(HITKI,HIPI,2,N,2)
IF(IRESET.EQ.I) 6O TO 192
DET=P(tC L )*P(I,2)-P(1,2)*P(1,2)
M( 1,1 )=P(2,2)/DEI
M(2,2)=P( l1,1)/DET
M( 1,2)=-P(1,2 /UEIT
M(2,I }=Ml 1,2L
CALL GMAOODDM,PI,PI2,2,2,2)
192 DET=PI(1,t)*P12,?)-Plt1,2)*PI( 1,2)
IF((PC1,1)+P(2,2) oLE.(PI(I,1)+PI(2,2))/DET) GC TO 198
IF(IDISP.EQ.J) GO TO 195
CC(1,1)=PI ,l) + PI (2,2/DET
CC(1,2)=P(2,2)-PI(I,2)I/D ET
CC(2,1)=CC(1,2)
DO 193 J=1,2
00 193 1=1,16
193 DD(I,J)=P(l,J)
DO 194 1=1,16
00 194 J=1,16
PHITII,J)=P(I,J)-DD(1,J)-DD(J,I)+CC(I,J)
194 AA(I,J)=DDLIJ)
GO TO 199
195 00 196 1=1,2
DO 196 J=1,16
P I,J)=O..O
196 P(J,I)=0.0
P(l,l)=PI(2,2)/DET
P(2,2=Pll(,1I/UET
P(L,2)=-PI(Ip,2/DET
P(2,1 )=P{ 1,2)
GO TO 199
198 WRITE(6,rl)
199 RETURN I
END
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Appendix C
FILTER SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The design of a maximum-likelihood filter is dependent upon knowl-
edge of the error model statistics. Since the error model statistics
are often not known precisely, a filter is designed assuming nominal
error statistics. Hence, a desirable characteristic of the filter is
that its performance be insensitive to variations in the error model
statistics. In particular, consideration is given here to the sensitiv-
ity of the filter to variations in the initial state error covariance
matrix and the spectral densities of the measurement and process noises.
C.1 Discrete Filter
Consider the linear multistage process described by
i = 0,1,2, ... ,
E[ x T] = P ,
(C.1)
(C.2)
En. lT] = Q.=,. (C.3)
i, ziI is related to the state vector
i = 0,1,2, ... , (C.4)
E T] =
E - i = R.5.. , (C. 5 )
E [XT] = (C.6)
x, = ¢,x + r n.,
-i+1 i-i i 1-
[-o ] i
[] = 0 EIn.x T = 0 ,L._lXo
The vector measurement at stage
x. as follows:
-1
z. =Hx. + v ,
--1 ia --
where
E[-] = 0
E[ni v] = 0 ,ii
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where
The discrete filter associated with the system described by Eqs. (C.1)
through (C.6) which yields the maximum-likelihood estimate, "Ž, of the
state vector x is given by [40]:
Time update:
- l = i-i+ ' (C.7)
-i+1 1-1+
P = iPi 
T
+ rQir (C.8)i+l i i+ i i i
Measurement update:
x. =. + K (z. H.x) , =0 ,o (C.9)
--1+ --1 i -i -1 -o
T P given
Pi+ = (I - KiHi)Pi(I - KiHi) T + K.iRiKi P given, (C.10)
K. = P.H,(H.P.HT + R.) (0.11)1 = PiHT(HiPiHi + Ri)
where X. and Pi, and X and P denote the state estimate and
-i -i+ i+
covariance matrix before and after taking the measurement at stage i,
respectively.
s a s a
Now, suppose that pS and P Q and and R. and Ra
o o' i i i
are the estimated and actual values of P o Qi' and R., respectively.
If only P , Qi' and Ri are available and are used to design a filter,
0' 1' 1
then from Eqs. (C.7) through (C.11), the filter equations are seen to be:
Time update:
^s AS
gs 1 D = i.gs+, (C.12)
xi+1 = i~ii+ 
P s ( s T sT (C.13)
i+l 11+1 i i i i
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Measurement update:
AS AS /
. = X. + Ks(z H.) 
-i+ -1 1i -1
sT T
= (I - KH) Ps(I - KHi) + KSRS(Ks)1+ = i 1 i 1 i '
PS given, (C.15)
0
s s T/ pSHT R s i )K = PH iH P. H + Ri i i\i ii i (C.16)
The problem is to determine how the suboptimal filter given by Eqs.
a a a(C.12) through (C.16) performs with P = P, Qi = Qa and Ri = Ri.
that is, to find the actual error covariance matrix associated with the
state estimate, x. [42,43,44,45]. From Eqs. (C.1), (C.4), (C.12), and
1C14 it follows that
(C.14), it follows that
-i+l -+l = i -1 -
As = (I K AH.)( ^S SX. - X. = I - K x. + Ksv.
-1+ 1 1 -1 -1 1-1
(C.17)
(C.18)
From Eqs. (C.17) and (C.18), it follows that
T a T
- X i+l) 1 i+ i +r Q ri
-T]J +1 
i 1 E Xi+l (C.19)-i+l) (-i+l
p. hE as %+-%ST Sa
1+ -E[(g xi)(£ -i xi)j] = (,I·- - KH.i)PC(I- K.Hi) + KiRK).20)
(C.20)
Equations (C.19) and (C.20) describe the propagation of the error covari-
ance matrix associated with the state estimates obtained by using the
suboptimal filter which was designed using erroneous values of Po, Q'
and R. The sensitivity analysis for the case where uncertainty exists
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AS
x =0 ,
-o
(C.14)
in the state and measurement equations, that is, uncertainty in ,i' ri'
and Hi is treated in [46].
C.2 Continuous Filter
Consider the linear continuous process described by
x(t) = F(t)x(t) + f(t) + n(t) , t >t ,
- o
(C.21)
where f(t) is a known vector forcing function and
E[(t 0)] = 0 E[(t) (to)] = P
E [n( t)xt(t )] = 0 ,
In I 
E [n(t)] = O, E[n(t)n (t +¶)] = Q(t)5(T) -
(C.23)
Furthermore, the observation is described by
z(t) = H(t)x(t) + v(t)
E [v(t)] = 0 , E[v(t)v (t + )] = R(t)5(T)
E[n(t)vT ()] = 0 , E[x(to)vT(t)] = 0
The continuous filter associated with the system described by Eqs. (C.21)
through (C.26) which yields the maximum-likelihood estimate, x, of the
state vector x is given by [41]
x = F2 + f + K(z - H2) ,
-(t ) =0
- 0
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(C.22)
where
(C.24)
(C.25)
(C.26)
(C.27)
= FP + PF + Q - KRKT P(t ) = P 
o o
K = PHTR-
1 (C.29)
where P is the state error covariance matrix.
From Eqs. (C.27) through (C.29), it is seen that the filter which
is designed using estimates of Po , Q, and R, namely, ps, Q , and
s
R , respectively, is given by
x =FxS + f + KS(z - ) , x(t ) = 0
_ _ _ -- -0
P s sT F KR P(to =POP = FP +PF + SRK) P(t) = P
(C.30)
(C.31)
with
Ks =pSHT(Rs)
a a
If the actual values of Po , Q, and R are Po Qa , and R,
tively, the actual error covariance matrix, P, associated with
suboptimal estimates x must be determined [47].
Now, let
P -x --
(C.32)
respec-
the
(C.33)
Taking the time derivative of Eq. (3.33) and interchanging the order of
the differentiation and expectation operators yields:
P = E[( - x - )] + E[x - x)(s - ) ] (C.34)
From Eqs. (C.21), (C.24), and (C.30),
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with
(C.28)
x - (F - KH)(xS - x) + KSv - n . (C.35)
Solutions for Eqs. (C.21) and (C.30) are given by (see e.g., [32], pp.
449-450)
x(t) = O(t,t )x(t0 ) + t (t,T)[n(T) + f(T)] d ,
o
(C.36)
t
x (t) = (t,t )x (t) + (t,T)[K ()z) + f (T)] dT , (C.37)
where
where
dt [(t, t
o
)] = F(t) (t,t
o ) , (to
dt s(t,to )] = [F(t ) - KSt)H(t)]s (tto) I
Substituting Eqs. (C.35) through (C.37) into (C.3
(C.22) through (C.26) and Eq. (C.33) yields:
P = (F - KSH)P + P(F - K H) + Q + K R (K )
-~~~K s,Q
,t) = I
S (t o,t ) =I .
o 0
(C.38)
(C.39)
4) and using Eqs.
P(t ) = pa . (C.40)
o o
The sensitivity analysis for the case where uncertainty exists in the
state and observation equations is treated in [48].
C.3 Continuous-Time Discrete-Data Filter
Consider the system described by Eqs. (C.21) through (C.26) where
the continuous observation process is approximated by a discrete process.
Denoting the time interval between measurement updates by AT, the fil-
ter which gives the best estimate of x, x, is:
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Between measurements:
= FP + PFT + Q , P(t
o
) = PO
0
At a measurement:
x = x + K z - Hx^ ] ,
-+ _ - _ _
P = (I - KH)P (I - KH) + K(R/AT) K
+
(C.43)
(C.44)
(C.45)K = P_H (HP _H + R/AT)
where P is the state error covariance matrix and the - and + des-
ignate quantities before and after a measurement, respectively.
If the filter is designed using the estimates Po, Q , and R ,
instead of the actual values P, Q , and R of Po, Q, and R,
respectively, then from the results of Sections C.1 and C.2, the per-
formance of the suboptimal filter is given by:
Between measurements;
^S AS
x =Fx + f
I- - -T Qa
P = FP +F + Q
AS
X =0 ,
(to) = Pa .0o
At a measurement:
^S ^S K s ( Z Ssx =x + (z -) )
x(t ) =0 
o0
(C.41)
(C.42)
(C.46)
(C.47)
(C.48)
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I
= (I KH- (I -SHT)(I ) + K (Ra/AT)(Ks)
T
(C.49)
K = PSH (HPH + RS/AT) (C.50)
where xs and PS are the suboptimal estimate of the state vector and
erroneous covariance matrix, respectively, associated with the subopti-
mal filter, and P is the actual state error covariance matrix.
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Appendix D
EFFECT OF NEGLECTING STATES
When implementing a filter in real-time on an airborne computer,
computer storage and computation time are limited. Hence, it is often
desirable, if not necessary, to reduce the number of states in the fil-
ter by neglecting states which are not of primary interest (e.g., cor-
related noise). The problem considered here is to determine the effect
of the neglected states upon the performance of the resulting suboptimal
filter.
D.1 Discrete Filter
Consider the linear multistage system described by Eqs. (C.1)
through (C.6) and the associated filter, Eqs. (C.7) through (C.11).
Now, let the p-dimensional state vector x. be partitioned as follows:
-1
x.- = (,ni }p- (D.1)
xN) i
where (Xe) i contains the m states to be estimated and (-n) i the
(p-m) states to be neglected. This partition of the state vector in-
duces the following partitions:
ee i en i (-e)i
i -4_ - - - - n j__]_ (D.2)
( Pne)i n i}p-m-n p-m
m p-m
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pm
p-m
(Ke )il 
m
L Kn)i p -m
m p-m
( ee)i (Pen)i 
p _( … i i p
m p-m
( e)
X. = 
()i -m
(D.3)
(D.4)
(D.5)H = [(He) I (H
n
m p-m
The following observation is made: If (Cne)i = 0,
and Sp
0
AS
then the maximum-likelihood estimate, xi, of the state vector xi is
given by [see Eqs. (C.7) through (C.11)*]:
Time update:
(X^5 = (ee )(-e )+
ri is taken to be the identity matrix.
I
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Q. =I
Qi =
1
*
(D.6)
I
I
= (ee)i( ee)i ( ee (Qee)i
Measurement update:
0 , (D.8)^s 1 (^s )ix x + Ki k - H 
e i+ (
T
+ (Ks )RK 
1 i
( ee) ( ee) (D.9)
(D.10)
-1
(KS). (P See T i·if (HS) ((K s1.= +H.e)i(Pe)i(He)e+R'1 i L i i i
( ni ( en)i ( en) .l1n i +
= ne)i = , and (Pn) = (P) =0, for all i=0,1,2, .. .
1+ 1 1+
(D.12)
The above filter is precisely that which would result if (Xn)i were
neglected. Thus, the following is true: If (One)i, (Qen)i, (Qne)i,
and (Qnn)i are equal to zero, then the effect of neglecting (n) i
is equivalent to the effect of assuming that P is
o I0 ~
0[ : 0
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( ee)i+1 (D.7)
( ee)i
(0e ) =
where
(Xn)Xi 1I
(P ne)i( 5
n+ 0 ,
= i,+ =
[- (Ke i (e )i] (e )i [I ( )i(e )i
T
e e e e .1,-(Se) Sd(es ,[
when in fact it is
ee)o enn
(P ne) (Pnn
Therefore, in this case, the effect of neglecting x is equivalent to
-n
the effect of an error in P
o
If view of the above observation, from the results of Section C.1,
the actual error covariance matrix, Pi, associated with the suboptimal
filter resulting when (xn)i is neglected is given by
1 - T
i+1 i i+ i Qi (D.13)i+l '1+ 1
I T T
- iHi P - + K K (D.14)Pi, + I KiH.) P.(I "ru + Kr i,
with
Ks = (D.15)
1 p-m
Furthermore, defining
i P (D.16)i-P i 1
E P P. (D.17)1+ 1+ i+
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from the above results, it is seen that
Ei+l = iEi+ i (D.18)
i+ (I - Ki , (I ' (D.19)
where
0 P[ 0 (Pen)
E -= ( .- (D.20)
o i
Note that the conditions (Qen)i, (Qne)i, and (Qnn)i equal zero
simply mean that the states being neglected are uncorrelated biases
while the condition (One)i equals zero means that there is only one-
way coupling between the estimated and neglected states (always true
when the neglected states are biases). For more general results regard-
ing the effect of neglecting states, see [49,50,51].
D.2 Continuous Filter
Consider the continuous system described by Eqs. (C.21) through
(C.26) and the associated filter, Eqs. (C.27) through (C.29). Let the
p-dimensional state vector x be partitioned as follows:
x = _ __ , (D.21)
- x-n p-m
where x contains the m states to be estimated and x the (p-m)
-e -n
states to be neglected. This partition of the state vector induces the
following partitions:
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ee en ] m
F = - - I - -
--I
F 'F | p-m
m pne -mnn
m p-m
H = [H e n]
m p-m
Ln m
nn p-m
Qee Qen m
ne Qnn]j p-m
_ pi -mnm -m
ee en m
P =-_ _ _ _ _
ne nn 
m p-m
(D.24)
The following observation is made: If F = 0, f = 0,
ne -n
Q ee I 0
Q = -- -
010
and
( ee)
PS(t ) = - - _ o_ I
0 10
then the maximum-likelihood estimate, x , o
given by [see Eqs. (C.27) through (C.29)1:
.~s 'S 51
x =F x +f + K(z - Hx)
-e ee-e -e e- e-e
1;S =F Ps S T s s 
=F P + P F + - K R(K
ee ee ee ee ee ee ee e
)f the state vector x is
(t o ) = 0 ,
PS (t ) = (P)
ee o eei
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(D.22)
(D.23)
x e n
_p
-
__
K = __ p- m
Kn _ }p-m
(D.25)
(D.26)
-e }m
-n }p-mL 
K = (H ) R-1 (D.27)
e ee e
where
-%hK S S 
x =0o , Ks =0 , pS = 0 , = O , and P = . (D.28)
-n n en ne nn
Since the above filter is precisely the one which would result if x
-n
were neglected, the following is true: If F , f , Q , Q , and
Q are equal to zero, the effect of neglecting x is equivalent to
nn -n
the effect of assuming that P is
eO I O
0
when in fact it is
( ee)o (pen)
(Pne ( nn
Thus, in this case, the effect of neglecting x is equivalent to the
--
effect of an error in P
o
In view of the above observation and the results of Section C.2,
the actual error covariance matrix, P, associated with the suboptimal
filter resulting when x is neglected is given by
-n
(F - KH)P + PQ(F - H + K R(Ks) P(t, ) = (D.29)
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where
KS = [ ] __ m (D.30)
p-m
Furthermore, defining
E P - s (D.31)
from the above results,
E=(F K H)E + E(F- KH)T (D.32)
where
E(t0 -o )_ei _ _ _ _(D.33)
For more general results regarding the effect of neglecting states in
continuous filters, see [51,52].
D.3 Continuous-Time, Discrete-Data Filter
Consider the system described by Eqs. (C.21) through (C.26) where
the continuous measurement process is approximated by a discrete process.
Letting AT denote the time interval between measurement updates, the
maximum-likelihood filter is described by Eqs. (C.41) through (C.45).
If Fne fn Q , Q , and Q are zero, then from the results of
Sections D.2 and D.3, it follows that the filter resulting when x is
neglected is given by:
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Between measurements:
Ars As
x = F x + f
-e ee-e -e
Ps =F S +PS FT
ee eeee eeee ee  e
(t ) =0
-e o
ee o) ee)o
At a measurement:
( Se)+ e = - KSH ) - KSH ] + Ks (R/AT)(K )= [I e e]ee L e
Ke = (ee ) (He)T [He ( P e e ) H + R/AT]
-n ' K=OS
x =0 , K =0 ,
--n n
P = ,
en
P = 0 ,
ne
and P = 0 .(D.39)
nn
The actual error covariance matrix, P, associated with the state
^s
estimate, x , obtained from the suboptimal filter resulting when x
-- X~~~~~~~ -n~~~-1
is neglected is given by:
Between measurements:
I- - -T
P = FP + PF + Q P(t ) = P
o o
At a measurement:
T T
P = (I - K H)P (I -K H) + K (R/AT)(K )
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(D.34)
(D.35)
with
(D.36)
(D.37)
(D.38)
(D.40)
(D.41)
() (x) + K[ - H (x )
--e + -e - exe ] 
where
Ks = (D.42)
p-m
Furthermore, if
E P-P s (D.43)
then E propagates as follows:
Between measurements:
= FF + EF T (D.44)
At a measurement:
E = (I - KH)E (I KH) , (D.45)
where
E( O)t( ne 0 | ( O , (D.46)
0 P e) (Pnn
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Appendix E
EFFECT OF POSITION RESETS ON INS ERRORS
The propagation of the errors in an INS is described by the follow-
ing linear multistage process:
x = .x + rin.
-i+l 1-i 1--1
E~x]=0
[1] =0
E[xin] = 
i = 0,1,2, ... , (E.1)
E[x.xT] = P
E°° x o (E.2)
i--J l 1 j
for i < j
(E.3)
(E.4)
Since n. and x have zero means, xi has a zero mean for all i =
--1 -o -- i
1,2,3,... . From Eqs. (E.1) through (E.4), it is seen that the covari-
ance matrix, P of the state vector at the (i+ 1) stage, xi 1
is given by
Pi+l = i+Tl + T
Pi+1 Li+l-i+ i i i i (E.5)
Thus, given x and P , Eqs. (E.1) and (E.5) describe the propagation
-o 0
of the INS errors and the covariance of these errors, respectively.
Now, consider the k stage of the process (E.1) with the associ-
ated state xk and covariance Pk' Suppose that at this stage a posi-
tion fix is determined by using VOR/DME measurements, and the INS position
display is reset to correspond to the VOR/DME fix. Let the two elements
rl 
of the zero mean vector rk be the easterly and northerly components
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where
and
of the error in the VOR/DME position fix. Then, the INS error vector
immediately before the position display reset, Xk, and the INS error
immediately after the reset, Xk' are given by
ni
XkI
x k .--.-2
xk
r [-kr i]-
_Xk
X = I - - - I
-k [ 2
xk
(E.6)
where xk contains the first two elements of xk, namely, the easterly
and northerly components of position error.
Assuming that the position used in the integration routine which
integrates the accelerometer outputs is not changed after taking the
external position fix, and that the increments of position change cal-
calculated by the INS computer are simply added to the position deter-
mined from the external fix, xk propagates as follows:
xk+n = xk4n - (xk - k) n = 0,1,2, ... (E.7)
The problem now is to find the covariance matrix associated with x
-k+n'
that is, to find
P+n E x-
k+n Lxk-4-n -k-ni n = 0,1,2, ... (E.8)
The substitution of Eq. (E.7) into Eq. (E.8) yields:
Resetting the position in the integration routine results in high am-
plitude oscillations in the RMS position error history. Thus, for part
of the time such a reset will result in worse errors than would occur
if an external position fix were not used.
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T
- xkJ]= k k+n (-k
[-k Tn-k] r( -T]
E[H+n-k+n] [?Ek (xk -
E[(Xk k)k+n] E(xk
E k+n = +n
~k+n-k+n] k+n
is given by Eq. (E.5). Furthermore, in view of Eqs. (E.6), it follows
that
E[(xk - rxk)(xk - k) ] = C (E.11)
C(i,j) = 0 ,
C(1,1) = Pk(1, 1)
C(2,2) = Pk(2,2)
C(1,2) = C(2,1)
for all i,j, except* ,
r
) + Pk(2,2 ) ,
= P (1,2) + pk(1,2)
From Eq. (E.1) it is seen that
rPk( 1,), rPk(
timator descri
x = Anx + B
-k+n n-k n
(2,2), and rPk(1, 2)
ibed in Chapter VI.
n = 0,1,2, ... (E.13)
can be determined by using the es-
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rp
k+n
where
, (E.9)
(E.10)
where
(E.12)
- k)(-k -_ rrxk)(x k X-k)']
where
A = , A
n = k+nl-An-l
(E.14)
B =0, B = B +n1
- - k+n-n 1 -k n-1
Using Eqs. (E.4), (E.6), and (E.13), it follows that
T] rT
E[X(X 
- X ]= E[(Ax_ + B)(xk 
- ) ]
AnE [xkx] k E[xk k]
= A D , (E.15)
n
where
jPk(i>j) , if j =1 or 2 ,
D(i,j) = (E.16)
0 , if j 1 or 2
Using Eqs. (E.9) through (E.16), it is seen that the covariance
matrix associated with the INS errors after a position display reset at
the k stage of the process (E.1) is given by
Pk+n = Pk+n - AnD D) + (E.17)k+n k+n n n
for n = 0,1,2,...
It is important to note that because of the form of D [see Eq.
(E.16)], the only nonzero elements of A D are in the first two columns.
n
Therefore, in view of the form of C [see Eq. (E.12)], from Eq. (E.17)
it is seen that, except for the first two rows and first two columns,
rthe elements of P and P are identical. Hence, a positionk+n kposition err rs.
reset effects only position errors.
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